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STUDENTS:
Their lives
in the
twentieth
century,
and how
they've
changed.

-CENTER
SCHOOL OPENS
Darien's first school
housed every grade.

-PROHffiITION
The 1920s dry movement
and its effect.

- A TOWN GROWS
A pictorial of Darien's
progress from in the early
parts of the century.

The 1940s
pages 6-8
-HIGH SCHOOL
TO HEDGEROWS

Air Corps Corporal
Gerstenmaier's World War
II experience.

-DHS DURING
THE WAR
Anne Durland reflects
Darien High in the WW II
years.

-A VETERAN'S
STORY
The family of a D-Day
hero reflects on World
War II and their return to
Omaha Beach.

-SWINGIN'
The music of the '40s.

The
1950s
pages 9-10
-A COUPLE'S
REFLECTION
Paul & Carole Johnson
remember the late 1950s at
DHS.

-CLASS '55 REVISITED
An excerpt from the
program at the Class of
1955 reunion.

-THE
ROSENBERGS
The classic story of
espionage during the Cold
War.

1940s:

Anne Durland reflects on how life changed
at Darien High School on December 7, 1941

-A DECADE OF
FADS
Everything from hulahoops to phone booths.
And how Darien responded.

- DARIEN FROM
HOMES SCHOOL
TO PRESENT
Louis Russo has lived in
Darien for as long as he
can remember.

years. Beginning in the 1950s.

NIXON & WATERGATE

-17 YEARS OF
SMOKE

-DHS OPENS

A Presidential scandal hits
television.

A slice of California right
here in Darien.

-DHS TWENTYFIVE YEARS AGO

Student smoking through
the years, and how little
things have changed.

-THE PROGRESS
OF DHS

A former student reflects.

The
1960s
pages 10-14

-COMMUNIST
PARTY OF CONN.

A pictorial of the building
process.

The "Social" crowd.

-DHS DURING
THE WAR

-THE OIL EMBARGO HITS US

Anne Durland reflects
Local reaction to oil crisis,
Darien High in the WW II . and the limitations it
years.
caused.

-TV HITS BIG
TIME

-DHS ADDITION
PROPOSAL

From Andy Griffith to Ed
Sullivan to Walter
Cronkite: when the tube
took America by storm.

-A 30 year trend begins.

-MUSIC: THE
DECADE THAT
HAD IT ALL
The top ten albums and
singles of the decade,
ranging from Ray Charles
to the Monkees.

-A TURBULENT
TIME
People were up and
marching about Civil
Rights and Vietnam. A
pictorial.

The 1980s
pages 18-21

-SWIMMERS
BREAK WORLD
RECORD

You'll love this. Mr.
Ruggieri and Mr. Hall in
high school, among others.

-THE COUNTERCULTURE
Hippies and their flowers.

The 1970s
pages 15-17

The James Gang rocks
with Darien students.

-GULF WAR VETERAN SPEAKS

A NEIRAD historical
editorial.

-OSCARS OF '90s

-COMPUTERS IN
THE 1980s.
And you didn't think Atari
made a computer.

-WHEN CAMPUS
WAS CLOSED
And it hasn't re-openned.

The 1990s
pages 22-25
-DATE RAPE

When you say stop and he
doesn't, and you know
him.

-THE DEPOT'S
DEBUT

-MAN FORMERLY
ON THE RUN

It may be the decade's sad
legacy: when Doom hits
the halls of school.

-SCHOOL VIOLENCE

-SOUNDS OF THE
DECADE

Who won and in what
.year.

Now& Then
pages 22-25
-PRINCIPAL'S
NOTE
The High School: past,
present and future.

-"PHAT PIECE"
Student lingo from the
'80s to present.

-RETRO CARTOON
Guess what decade.. .it fits
them all.

-BOBBY AND SAM
Another idiotic article on
the Millennium
Special thanks to the DHS
Library staff, the Darien
Historical Society and the
Darien Public Library for
their help with this issue.
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war experiences.
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NElRAD remembers Alex
Kelly.
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The 1920s Roar Into Darien

Darien High School Opens
360 students and 5 new faculty members walk through doors for first time
•

From the September 27, 1927 issue of
The Stamford Advocate

Darien's new High School opens today with 360 new pupils.
Five new teachers added to the staffNoroton Firemen's Fair Closes-Police
Cases-News Notes of Town
Darien High School opened this morning and the registration totalled in the
neighborhood of 360 pupils. In addition
to the teachers identified with the High
School last year, five new teachers have
been added to the staff.
Miss Helen L. Coleman, teacher in the
Latin and English departments, has a bachelor of arts degree from the University of
South Dakota and a master of arts degree
from Columbia University. She previously
. taught in North Dakota.
. Miss Leah L. Smith will teach domestic ~cience and will also have charge of
the cafeteria. Miss Smith has a bachelor
of science degree from Elmira College, and
has two years' teaching experience teaching in Coming, N. Y.
Miss Marion O'Neill is head of the
English department. Miss O'Neill holds

the bachelor of arts degree from St.
Lawrence University and taught for several years in the High School at Tupper
Lake,N.Y.
Lindley W. Hubbard is a science
teacher and, in addition to that, will act
as football coach. Mr. Hubbard holds a
bachelor of science degree from Bates
College and was formerly a teacher in
the Mexico Maine High School.
Arthur S. Bibbins will teach mathematics and science. Mr. Bibbins is well
known in Darien, having resided here for
many years. He has a bachelor of science degree from Wesleyan University

with graduate work at the University of
Vermont. He has had two years' experience teaching in East Worchester, N. Y:
Along with the opening of the
schools, the new buses of Captain Thomas O'Connor have been placed in service. They are two specially constructed
school buses, equipped with four wheel
hydraulic brakes. The four-cylinder bus
used for the Royle School will seat 34 to
44 pupils and the six-cylinder bus used
for the High School will seat from 44 to 54
students. Captain O'Connor is the driver
of the Royle School bus and Cheater
Finch of the other.

A view of the high school that Darien students attended until 1960

Prohibition: When Liquor Went Bad
the consumption of alcohol in the country.
The party fought long and hard until 1920,
Staff Writer
when the United States became an entirely
At midnight, January 16, 1920, one of dry nation.
The idea of Prohibition was to reduce
America's favorite habits and customs carne to
an end, or so it seemed. At that time the Eigh- the consumption of alcohol in the United
teenth Amendment was put into effect, ending States. However, Prohibition was violated
the importing, exporting, transporting, selling, by bootleggers who either smuggled liquor
and manufacturing intoxicating liquor, except from overseas and Canada, stole itfrom government warehouses, orproduced their own.
for medicinal use.
With over 18,700miles ofUS coastline, it was
impossible for the American government to
keep large quantities of liquor from entering
the United States. Barely five percent of
smuggled liquor was impeded from coming
into the United States during the 1920's.
It was thought that Prohibition would
make alcoholhan:lerforonetoreceiveormake,
but actually the alcohol wasn't hard to acquire. Greedy bootleggers had very profitable businesses. These businesses were run
out of basements and office buildings, making alcohol readily available to their customers in all walks of life.
Prohibition was flagrantly violated. Not
A prohibition officer gives a barrel of Brandy
only did Americans continue to drink alcothe axe.
hol, they drank more ofit. Because beer had
The Prohibition Pmty was a political orga- to be smuggled in larger quantities, the beer
nization in the United States. Organized in 1869, prices skyrocketed. Americans turned to
the main function of the party was to reduce harder and more potent alcoholic drinks.

• By Andrew Elliot
I(J

Deaths from liquor poisoning rose from
1,064 in 1920 to 4,154 in 1925.
One of the major arguments for Prohibition was to reduce the then-increasing crime
rates. However, Prohibition was no solution,
and it only added to the problem. During
Prohibition, minorcrimescommittedinAmerica
did indeed decrease. However, major crimes
such as burglaries and homicides increased
immensely. In large cities organized crime became a problem, with organized gangs getting
into the money-making scheme of bootlegging. These crime rates increased because
Prohibition destroyed legal jobs and Americans now had to pay increased prices for prohibited goods.
Prohibition was ineffective and damaging to the society that it was supposed to of
helped. Prohibition was supposed to be the
answer to many problems, but it wasn't. The
problems it was intended to solve, such as
crime, only grew worse, and crime rates have
never returned to their pre-Prohibition levels.
Prohibition was nicknamed "the noble experiment," and maybe it was something that
America needed to experimentwith at the time,
but Prohibition should have never been allowed to last for those thirteen damaging years.

When the old timers were young: DHS Baseball and Football from the 1920s

1900-1939

From a small town ...
.. .to a sprawling suburb
In the beginning of the 20th century,
families in Darien were more influenced
by the Farmer's Almanac than the MetroNorth train schedule. Darien was a suburb of the thriving manufacturing city of
Stamford, not a suburb of New York City.
The Post Road was the largest throughway and Noroton train station delivered
farming supplies to Darien rather than
weary commuters. The town was so small
that there was no need for its own high
school. Darien teenagers attended high
school in Stamford.
As Darien began to grow, the town
purchased 16.5 acres (which had been
used as a golf course) from the Wee
Burn Golf Club for $22,000. The town
obtained a bond for $250,000 to build a
high school that would accommodate
between 375 and 400 students. This
building is now the Darien Town Hall,
but at the time, Darien considered the
construction as a sign of the town's
growth, and the dedication of the community to give teenagers the opportunity to complete their public education
in Darien.
When Darien High School was 11
years old, the Board of Education sub-

mitted the following report for the October 3,1938 Town of Darien Yearbook:
"The improvement of the school
paper, the school yearbook, and the
establishment df a quarterly magazine
("Neirad") were a part of the extraclassroom activities ofthe High School
English Department. The alumni ofthe
school showed an increased interest
in the school and in furthering the development ofthe High School program.
School spirit was better than for several years. The Darien High School in
1938 won the Fairfield County Class
B championship in basketball and
baseball. The varsity golf team won
third place in the state-wide high
school golf tournament. These victories are accounted for in part at least
by the high quality of coaching, the
enthusiasm of the boys participating,
the organized cheering by pupils
proud of their teams, the school music
led by the new high school band, and
the presence at all sport contests of a
large number of alumni and friends of
the school. The financial status of the
High School Council in June 1938
showed a marked improvement. "

1940' s
Wolfpacks, Luftwaffe, and zig-zagging -- just atypical Junior year
ARMY AIR CORPS CORPORAL CHARLES GERSTERNMAIER
.By Edward Briganti
Staff Writer

Charles Gerstenmaier left Darien High
School in the eleventh grade to join up. He
would have graduated in 1942. Gerstenmaier
is still a resident of Darien, living on Dubois
Street. As we sit down for the interview,
Gerstenmaier clicks the remote to a stereo system, playing what sounds like 1940'sjazz, and
puts on his glasses. ''Everyone was going off
to war," he says. "You just wanted to get a
piece of the action, we were 18, 19 years
old; we were just kids, not too much older
than you."
Gerstenmaier joined the Army Air
Corps (there wasn't a separate Air Force
then) where he became Corporal
Gerstenmaier and signed on as a mechanic.
He was a specialist and spent his time in the
army overhauling the big C-47's, better
known as the DC-3 which was made famous in the Second World War for it's
countless missions dropping supplies in
crates called "parapacks" to soldiers and
, civilians on the front. "You'd open the
cargo door and just kick 'em out,"
Gerstenmaier said. "The static line would
open the chute and they'd just float down
to the ground."
Gerstenmaier was trained at Fort
Devins, Miami, Gulfport, Mississippi, and
at Douglas Aircraft. He was sent to India
to help overhaul the planes flying over
Himalayas, better known as "the Hump,"
dropping supplies to the Allied forces in
China. He landed in Oran, North Africa,
just inside the Straits of Gibraltar and was
put on the H.M.T. Rohna in a convoy
bound for Karachi, India in what is today
Pakistan, and later Agua, home of the Taj
Mahal. On the way to the Suez, the Rohna
was placed in what came to be known as
"coffin's corner," which was the extreme
rear left-hand position in the convoy.
There were two ways to get to India,
through the Pacific, which is longer but
safer, or through the Atlantic and Mediterranean to the Suez Canal, which opens
into the Indian Ocean, which was shorter,
but more dangerous. The Navy sailors
that frequented this route affectionately
named it "Suicide Alley," for the numerous German U-boat attacks and air raids
that convoys faced when in the Mediterranean.
Rommel had just been driven out of
North Africa, and Allied intelligence believed the Germans would be consolidating their forces in northern Europe to face
the expected Allied European invasion.
They thought wrong.
On Nov. 25, 1943, the convoy left
Oran and headed for the Suez. On the
26 th , the convoy linked up with ships from
England to make the journey. At around
5:30 p,m. that day a German Heinkel 177
class two-engine bomber appeared off
the horizon. The gun crews on the deck
of the Rohna and in the convoy opened
up on the bomber with anti-aircraft fire.
The bomber carried the brand-new radiocontrolled glider bomb, grandfather of
today's laser-guided bombs made famous
in the Gulf War. The bomber released the
bomb and guided it in by radar. It hit the
Rohna amid-ships in the center hold on
the left side. "The whole was big enough
to drive an 18-wheeler though,"
Gerstenmaier said.
Water rushed into the hold of the
Rohna. The troops were told to move to
the deck and to prepare to abandon ship.
"The majority of troops were in the middle

of the boat, where the bomb hit,"
Gerstenmaier said. "We were in the bow
down in the hold, which saved us."
"The bomb knocked all the lights out
so we had to feel our way to the deck.
We were down there and you could hear
the bullets hitting the metal deck, and the
anti-aircraft guns firing on deck,"
Gerstenmaier said. "We had these life preservers around our wastes with CO 2 cartridges that we could inflate by pulling a
string, if you inflated it before you hit the
water, it would be like hitting concrete
they told us."
"I injured my ankle when I went over
the side and received the
Purple
Heart,"
Gerstenmaier said.
The
survivors of
the Rohna
'drifted in
the Mediterranean
for four hours
before being rescued. "The convoy can't ever stop
because a ship gets
hit," Gerstenmaier said.
"They keep special merchant ships with the convoy that are kept empty
in case a ship is
sunk, so that
survi-

it's every man for himself really, they didn't
care who they stepped on; they were drowning one another to get up that ladder."
After being hauled onto the deck,
Gerstenmaier and the other survivors
were herded into the galley for blankets
and other means of getting warm.
"The gave us each a shot of rum
which helped warm us up; the British are
notorious for that you know, keeping rum
on their boats," Gerstenmaier said.
Some Rohna survivors had to stay
in the water till dawn before being picked
up by the two ships sent, the U.S.S. Pioneer, and the H.M.S. Clan Canipbell.
"Some guys survived the
whole
night,"
Gerstenmaier said.
''There weren't many of
those though."
"Nobody teaches
you how to leave a sinking ship," Gerstenmaier
said. "Things just evolve,
either you're lucky or you
don't make it."
"It's just as clear in my
mind as if it happened yesterday, I was 18 at the time, it ages
you fast,:: Gerstenmaier said.
After being regrouped in
North Africa, Gerstenmaier and
the rest of the survivors in
his unit were put on
another ship and
successfully
land:xi

n
AgD,
India.
b
e
picked
up."

over
2000
troops
were on the Rohna
when it was sunk. Only
900 were rescued four hours later. 1,200
American soldiers died; the second largest loss of American life at sea, first being the U.S.S. Arizona at Pearl Harbor.
The sinking was kept Top Secret to keep
the Germans from knowing just how successful their glider bomb had been. It was
the first of its kind ever used in combat. It
was never reported in the news, and since
the Rohna was a British ship, the sinking
was lost on British archives and was a forgotten tragedy until historians recently uncovered it.
That night, while drifting in the Mediterranean, Gerstenmaier battled the elements in an on-coming gale. The swells,
wind, and darkness added to the trauma of
having to jump ship. "It was really weird
because I didn't know what was going to
happen, there was an eerie silence,"
Gerstenmaier said. "You could hear people
moaning and crying, a lot of bodies floated
by me."
"When the ship finally came to rescue
us, the deck was thirty feet in the air and
here we were in gale-force winds and swells,
trying to grab hold of the rope ladder they
let over the side," Gerstenmaier said.
Corp. Gerstenmaier gives an astonishing account of what happened next as the
survivors clamored to the rope net slamming against the deck in the high seas.
''The men were fighting one another
to get up the ladder," Gerstenmaier said.
''There's no organization in a catastrophe,

\\Ii;

he was
there,
Cor p .
Gerstenmaier
remembers seeing
all sorts of wild life and
culture. "We were operating out of the
jungle and all kinds of animals were there,"
Gerstenmaier said. "Boa Constrictors, tigers,
and all kinds ofbirds, it was amazing."
Corp. Gerstenmaier stayed in India until the war's end. Subsequently, his vision
was depleted from the harsh sunlight.
'There we are in the sun without any sunglasses," Gerstenmaier said. "I had twentytwenty vision when I got there, I sure didn't
have that when I left."
Gerstenmaier smiles and speaks with a
soft confident tone like a wise grandfather.

The H.M.T Rohna

His story is little known but a heroic and
amazing one. He recounts stOlies and anecdotes from the war as if he was there yesterday, and it brings a smile to his face.
What I realized in speaking with
Gerstenmaier is that soldiers have so many
stories to tell, that they will either talk for
twenty minutes, or two hours. They are
great storytellers and their experiences are
amazing. 'There are so many stories that
vets just don't tell," Gerstenmaier said. 'Tve
got a friend who was on a B-24 that was
shot down over Poland. The Underground
resistance movement smuggles him past the
German lines and out of enemy territory, he
never tells that story, and it is a fantastic
story."
After returning from the war,
Gerstenmaier worked for General Electric
and raised five children. He never told his
kids about his frightening adventure.
"You have to experience something like
that to grasp hit," He added.
As a side-note, Gerstenmaier enjoyed last
year's World War IT film, Steven Spielberg's
Saving Private Ryan. Gerstenmaier felt the
first action sequence where the soldiers attack
the German beachhead was accurate, he felt
parts ofthe rest of the movie were out ofsynch
with what really happened.
'Thebeginning is accurate," Gerstenmaier
said. "But when they started walking around
in broad daylight, nobody did that, you
would've gotten killed, it was a little humorous in the film, to see the actors walking around
and no Germans jumping out at them.
Gerstenmaier remembers the war as if
it was yesterday, and still makes a point to
reunite with his comrades every year. The
survivors of the Rohna have a reunion every year and Gerstenmaier attends, even if
he must travel to the other side of the country. The war was a defming moment for him
and looking back, he is taken aback.
"Some of the guys I worked with did
some amazing things," Gerstenmaier said.
"We were all just kids then, jumping out of
planes and the fate of the world resting on
our soldiers, it's hard to believe."
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Gerstenmaier at the Taj Mahal
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1940' s
A memoir froIn a different era: the years of WW II
• By Ann Durland
Class of 1944

The present Town Hall on
Renshaw Road was the Darien
High School when I entered as a
sophomore in September 1941.
Ninth grade was part of the
middle school known as
Middlesex Junior High School.
We were a light-hearted innocent generation before December 7, 1941, the day that changed
all our lives. Our school newspaper was not concerned with
world events. News in those
days was obtained on the radio
or at the movies not instantaneously as it is now with the
advent of television. An early
issue of Neirad when I was in
high school has a filler, "If you
have any weighty problems concerning your best boyar girl,
write to 'Advice to the Lovelorn' column." The only mention
of being at war in the first Neirad
published after December 7 lh was
a smaller filler on the last of our
four page issue for December 19,
1941. "Instructions as to what
to do in the event of an air raid
were given out to teachers recently."
For the most part our frivolous columns (Who's Who,
Snewsy, Lads in Fashions,

you promptly to take YOUR place
in this vital part of the National
Defense Plan. Morning, afternoon, and evening sessions.
Enter any time. THE MERRILL

SCHOOLS..."

By March 27, 1942 the front
page of Neirad announced the
efforts of our school's involvement in, "NATIONAL DEFENSE." Stretcher Bearers and
First Aid courses were begun. A
column about "D.H.S TEACHERS AID DEFENSE" and the editorial is devoted to the war effort.
As a high school student
back during the days of World
War II, I think we all became more
serious once the country went to
war. First Aid courses were given
by the Red Cross, war stamps and
bonds were sold, posters
abounded with warnings such as
"Loose lips sinks ships." Before
I turned 16 I rolled bandages at
the local Red Cross Club as my
contribution, but at the end of my
junior year (1943) I went to work
at Yale & Towne (one of the largest factory complexes in Stamford) in one of their first defense
departments. Room 222 had begun setting up to make hydraulic
cylinders for Navy Grumman
fighter planes. I was thrown in
with people much older, more experienced and very different from
my acquaintances as a high
school student in Darien.
"WE WERE A
One of the most striking difLIGHT-HEARTED
ferences between my high school
years and later generations was the
INNOCENT GENlack of automobiles owned by stuERATION BEFORE
dents. Few families had two cars
DECEMBER 7,
so there wasn't the availability to
borrow the family car and drive to
1941, THE DAY
school. Thus it wasn't necessary
THAT CHANGED
to have large parking lots as DHS
ALL OUR LIVES."
has today. I only recall three boys
who jointly owned an old Model
Clubs, Inquiring Reporter, A jalopy. Gas was rationed along
Sports, Plays etc) continued with tires and so many shortages
without much mention of the during the war years. We took
country gearing up for World buses, rode bicycles or walked for
War II, but when war broke out, miles on dates. Blackouts were enthe halls of Darien High School forced by air raid wardens patrolechoed with ''I'm going to join ling the streets. Air raid sirens might
the service." Pete Naphen was blow during the day or night rethe first to go. He joined the minding us constantly that "There
Marines and looked very sharp is a War on." By my junior year,
when he came back in the spring most ofmy male friends were in the
all decked out in his dress blues. service. Writing letters while lisBy the time we became jun- tening to the Make Believe
iors any boy interested could Ballroom's latest hits filled many
graduate early to go into the ser- an evening waiting until a special
vice by accelerating their beau's leave was granted.
courses and were called junior/
We all wanted to do our bit for
senior students. In this way the war effort whether it was rollthey earned a diploma before ing bandages, working in a defense
entering the armed forces. My factory or entertaining the boys in
yearbook has a special section the service. Some ofmy classmates
with photographs of ten juniors served as hostesses as the USO
who graduated with my senior (United Service Organizations) for
class taking advantage of this the enlisted Navy men stationed
special opportunity.
at the radio school on Noroton AvAn ad taken from the Feb- enue. For those who do not know,
ruary 27, 1942 issue of Neirad the site ofthe Allen O'Neill houses
bespeaks an awareness of our was Oliginally an old soldier's home
country at war: "nJSTIFY YOUR built in 1865. When World War II
PLACE IN THE VICTORY PA- began, the old soldiers still living
RADE." Our Armed Forces are in these buildings were moved to
guarding the front lines of secu- Rocky Hill, Connecticut and the
rity! YOU can do YOUR part in entire complex was turned into a
keeping the rear lines firm! Our radio and cooking school for the
Government needs stenogra- Navy. A place was needed for the
phers and accountants; our young men to go when not on
plans engaged in Defense Pro- duty. A former automobile show
duction, need competent office room was turned into a club lounge
assistants. Let MERRILL train with a jukebox providing music to

dance by, refreshments, or a
place for the young homesick
sailors to fmd a sympathetic listener. A similar lounge for officers was in what was known as
the "playhouse" on the fOimer
Stark estate now the DCA property.

"I ENJOYED MY
HIGH SCHOOL
DAYS AND REMEMBER WITH
FONDNESS CERTAIN TEACHERS
WHO TAUGHT ME
SKILL THAT
HAVE ENDURED
THROUGHOUT
MY LIFE."
Sports, music (band, orchestra and choir) and Theater 308
were a big part of life in high
school. Here were a variety of
clubs which met once a week;
Music Appreciation, Press Club,
Jewelry Club, Morse Code, Photography, to name a few. Dates
usually consisted of parties at

Long time Darien resident Ann Durland poses next to a bulletin board with
the names of soldiers from the town during World War II.

various homes, movies, bowling,
ice skating, dances and on very
special occasions a trip into New
York City on the train to see a play
or a night on the town. Despite
the seriousness of having our
country at war, it was an exciting
time to grow up. I believe we ma-

tured earlier taking on adult responsibilities sooner in getting a
job or going into the service.
I enjoyed my high school
days and remember with fondness
certain teachers who taught me
skill that have endured throughout my life.

s
On Siturday nights,
5warrns of teenagers would
shuttle betweeo the soda shop
with the. . ~jukebox~00I1IP1

.daDS. These
ncountered rac'0 the road. The multimcial swing bands gained more
acceptability when Goodman,
Shaw, and other bandleaders
re invited to give concerts
ort City's famed

1940' s
FrolTI Weed Beach to OlTIaha Beach: Captain Morehouse
.By Edward Briganti
StaffWriter

Captain Philip Morehouse is
a retired probate judge in Darien.
His family's roots in Darien stretch
back to the Civil War. His grandfather, Alfred Morehouse, was a
private in the 17th Connecticut Volunteers in Lincoln's Army of the
Potomac. Philip graduated from
Darien High School in 1937, the
year his older brother Alan graduated from the University of Connecticut, and followed him there.
Philip signed up for the Army
ROTC reserves at the outbreak of
World War IT, and realized his commitments to the army would make
the prospects of finding a civilian
job grim. So he then joined the
regular army and was a platoon
leader in the 18th Infantry. He was
transferred to the 151 Infantry Division, nicknamed the Big Red
One, the Anny's elite infantry division. Philip was assigned to personnel administration doing general paperwork for the army and
later combat missions leading replacement troops to the front
lines.
The 1" Infantry Division was
the most valuable unit in the
United States Army during World
War IT. Winston Churchill asked
Franklin Roosevelt for the 1" Division to help the British and General Eisenhower wouldn't invade
Europe without them. The unit
eventually relocated from Sicily to
England for the D-Day invasion.
In all, the Big Red One had 444
days of contact with the enemy in
wwn, other units averaged about
twenty days of contact.
On D-Day: 'lt was a very dangerous place," Philip Morehouse
said. "That any of them survived
is a miracle."
Alan Morehouse, Philip's
brother, joined the 1st Division and
as a Captain led a company ofmen
into the Africa, Sicily, and Europe
campaigns. Alan successfully led
a company up a hill in Sicily that
had hindered allied troop advancement for several days. His
story was featured in a 1943 issue
of Time Magazine. Alan was
wounded twice and received the
Silver Star. He was later killed in
action in the first hours of the DDay invasion. Alan's battalion
was one of several chosen to lead
the first wave on Omaha Beach in

Alan Morehouse stands in England
in 1944 011 the left of his brother,
Philip, both C(lptains in the Army
during WWLI.

1944. On June 6, 1944, it is believed Alan was killed in the water
by the German enfilade fire after
stepping off his landing craft.
"He wrote me a note and felt
he was not going to make it," Philip
said. "Artillery and air bombardment hadn't neutralized anything,
he had a premonition because of
the great danger involved."
After splashing ashore at the
make-shift port at Omaha Beach
five days later, Philip Morehouse
didn't know his brother had been

killed.
"We walked up the shore,
through the engineer tape marking the safe path through the mine
fields," Philip said. 'The U.S.S.
Texas was firing at a tank concentration nine miles inland, I'd never
heard such a roar in my life."
Alan was reported missing in
action but a sergeant who'd been
with him on his landing craft gave
Philip the new~.
'1 never got over my brother's
death," says Philip. "I miss him
every day."
Alan had a son back home,
Alan Jr. known as Randy. Randy
was only 18 months old at the time
of his father's death. Philip took
Randy and his wife Eunice to
Nonnandy on the 5Qlh anniversary
of the invasion. Randy and Philip
met men who'd fought in Alan's
unit and remembered him as a
good, smart soldier who cared for
his men.

Nuremberg; the Russians took
Berlin before the Americans.
Morehouse ended up in the
division's last destination in the
war, Cheb, in what is today the
Czech Republic, west of Prague.
He registered 60,000 prisoners of
war at an airfield there where a
monument to the division now
stands.
'There were Gennan regulars,
Slavs, and displaced persons,
many of them had body lice so we
used these long guns to spray
them to get the lice out,"
Morehouse said.
Last year, duting a visit to
Prague, Philip rented a car and
drove to Cheb, visiting it for the
first time in fifty years. The country had been a Russian zone during the Cold War and was closed
to Westerners.
"It was amazing, there's a
monument there now and it's hard
to believe it was all real,"
Morehouse said. "I was in my
early twenties at the time and I had
been trained, but being alone overseas, you felt that the war would
never end and you were just going to stay there and die."
Of the numerous campaigns
Big
Red One undertook in
the
those 444 days of contact,
Morehouse remembers feeling as
though the war would never stop.
"I went in ship after ship after ship," Morehouse said. "From
England to Africa to Italy to En-

A young Captain Philip Morehouse in unifomt

lonesome."
Journalist Tom Brokaw's assertion
Philip has fond memories of that the World War IT generation
his comrades in the Division and was 'The Greatest Generation,"
admired many of them.
for overcoming the impossible
"They were brave, good sol- odds of the Depression and War,
diers, many of them knew they Mr. Morehouse responded that
were going to die and they went the statement wasn't fair.
ahead and did their job, they were
"It's difficult to say that one
smart soldiers too," Morehouse generation is greater than another.
said. "One company commander My grandfather was in the Civil
my brother knew and admired in War, and it was just as dangerous
Sicily got one of his men to use in those times, in the infantry just
the radio to listen in to a German as lonesome, just as tenifying. We
artillery emplacement adjusting think we did a hell of a job but I
fire one night. Then, he'd get the always felt sorry for those guys in
map out and trace the emplace- Korea and Vietnam, they had a
ment when the rounds hit. He cap- hell of a time there, and they don't
tured several guns and knocked get the credit they deserve."
out the Gennan position; pretty
In tribute to the amazing
clever."
accomplishment's of the 1st DiviPhilip Morehouse came to sion, Mr. Morehouse checks on
understand his brother's premo- the aging monuments in the valinition aOOut being killed as the first ous places the Division fought.
Randy and Eunice collect sand from the Omaha Beach, the site of Alan's
hours of the assault on Omaha
"I did a job I had to do I wasn't
death.
Beach became known, and felt anything special," Morehouse
that his brother's courage to fight said. "I was one of many but I
The allied invasion of Europe gland again and to France, it never
on anyway, as well as many other was with a very famous organizawe'd
fight,
then
pack
up
ended,
dragged on. Philip Morehouse
soldiers in the Division, was due tion. I like to be involved with the
move
wherever
the
generals
and
was involved in all the major
to their great spirit.
maintenance ofthe monuments for
needed
us."
battles in Europe bringing replace'There were some amazing the division, I feel it's important to
The
1"
Division
fought
the
ment troops from the beaches up
things done. On D-Day my preserve the memory ofthe sacrifice
to the front lines, often traveling Gennans on two continents and
brother knew the danger of mak- the men in the division made."
for
all
five
years
of
the
war,
with
down roads and towns that just
ing the assault: the Gelmans were
As a final comment, to be sure
21,000
casualties
and
16
Congreshours before had been occupied
in the hills surrounding them, there the men of World War IT aren't reof
Honor.
sional
Medals
by the Germans.
'We were all scared and lone- were obstacles in the water and membered as the John Waynes with
'The hard part was fmding
some,
never hungry, the Army did minefields and lots of smoke. It which Hollywood mislead us, Mr.
the units in the field I was supa
good
job of that, but certainly was a very dangerous place. That Morehouse comments, "It's not gloposed to be supporting and not
we
had
a feeling we were doing any of them survived is a miracle." rified, we were all tired and scared
stumbling into the Gennan lines,"
When asked ifhe agreed with and we did what we had to do."
major
portion of the fighting,"
the
Morehouse said of the invasion.
Morehouse
said.
"We
took
a
cer"We would enter the towns and
order the civilians to pile their tain pride in doing the job well and
weapons in the center of town, being recognized for doing it well
whether they were Allied or not." consistently."
The fighting although seem'We were all scared and loneingly
glorious, was more than ofsome, we wanted to get home and
ten
tenifying
and emotionally deyou can't conceive of what that
pleting.
was like," Morehouse said.
'We wanted to get home, and
Morehouse spent the reyou
can't
conceive what that's
mainder ofthe war in Europe sleeplike,"
Morehouse
said. "You
ing in ruins and foxholes, leading
would
never
hesitate
to preserve
replacements into the Battle of the
get
killed,
we had
your
life
and
not
Bulge, around the Siegfried Line:
no
contact
with
anybody
but
ourGennan fortifications, and evenRandy Morehouse. Alall's son, with his wife Eunice, stand with Philip at the
it
was
very
selves
and
the
enemy,
tually turning south toward
Normandy Memorial gravesite in France.

1950's
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In the late 50's, DHS was a threeyear school located in the present
Town Hall. We walked those halls between 1955 and 1959, now known as
the Eisenhower years. Those were
times of traditional values but also
beer in Port Chester (the drinking age
was 18). Drugs were not part of the
culture.
We had wonderful teachers including Christopher Adams in English
(we read Shakespeare line-by-line and
were intimidated) and Bob Peebles who
made American history
and
contemporary
politics
come
alive.
The
rather
d 0 u r
Stewart
Atkinson
was principal and
discipline
was enforced
by the fear- ~
some Maxwell
...
Crandal.
This was also
the time that the
NEIRAD was recreated as a glossy 20
page monthly magazine. Our best
story was on why Darien needed a
new high school and it was called
"The Need is Clear". It featured a
cover picture of a crowded and antiquated chemistry storeroom. The au-

thorities censored the issue which we
had planned to distribute around town
before the referendum. The editors were
summoned to the principal's office. Our
efforts failed as the town turned don
the recommended high school plan and
Darien wound up with the current
school with all its faults which
opened for the class of
1960.
The
NEIRAD
a Iso

50's: /955-59

ship basketball team (we beat Abbot
Tech) and had two undefeated
football seasons.
Coach John
Maher

f e atured
sec-

was
a legend.
The class of
1959 turned out
Darien's only major
league baseball player, Bob
Saverine, who played for the
Washington Senators and the Baltimore Orioles.
DHS students in the 50's were made

ti:m
like "Hot
in the Lot" and
what we thought was
humorous advice to the lovelorn. The NEIRAD was not ajournalism class but was an extra-curricular activity which was assembled on a weekend each month at the home of a generous parent.
Sports were also big in the late 50's.
We had Darien's only state champion-

up of "preppies," "jocks," happy hackers,' and what would now be called
"computer nerds." We celebrated
football victories
. at the Sugar
Bowl, danced
the "bunny
hop,"
and
enerally
had what
can nostalgically be
called
"good
clean fun" with an occasional foul-up. But we
also lost kids to drinking and driving and
Thank goodness for your Safe Rides
which we didn't have at the cost of one
to two lives each year.
We married, moved back to Darien
and have been active members of the
community since the late 1960's. DHS
was a great school for us, for our graduate children and we hope it will be even
better in the next century.
Paul Johnson, Class of 1958
Carole Johnson, Class of 1959 .

SPORTS IN THE 1950;s:
THE CHAMPIONS

Dilll III II II'I~I~IID
•

Reprinted from the class of 55 reunion program

The last time we were all together was
on June 10, 1955. Here tonight we are all
wondering what we have been doing during the last twenty-five years. It's immediately obvious that we've been busy. We
have brought 259 children and 7 grandchildren into this world. The teenagers everyone is complaining about are ours!! We
currently live in 27
states and I foreign
country. More
than 25 have chosen to reside in
Darien and 20 more
to live throughout
Connecticut.
We've done all the
usual parenting activities from little
league to PTA. 's,
but beside this,
we've become pilots, cartoonists,
neurologists, goat raisers, crossing guards,
Ph.D's, pastry chefs, media models, concert masters, ministers, priests, vets, post
office supervisors, teachers, and professors, gray flannel suitors, and "domestic
engineers". One of our classmates has the
audacity to date us by retiring in two days!
We are enjoying our leisure time jogging,
traveling, building biplanes, white water canoeing, performing country music, playing
cowboy and gardening.
Our memories are filled with apprecia-

tion for our favorite teachers. We were a
class with the "Spirit of '55" as our yearbook claims, really turned all out for football games, Sadie Hawkins' Dances, girls'
sports, worm hunts, plumber parties and
beach parties. We were the generation of
bobby sox, crinolines, crewcuts, saddle
shoes, I.D. bracelets, chinos, drive in movies, Sugar Bowl,
the Whistle and
the balcony of
the Darien Theater. We were a
far cry from our
present-day
counterparts
who flaunt Levis,
Gloria
Vanderbilts,
Izoda, Pumas, 10speed bikes, new
cars, and down
jackets. And
there are a few other things they do that we
didn't.
We hope you will enjoy conversing
with each other as much as the committee
has enjoyed talking to each other about
you and all. We're sure you feel as we do,
as we've reminisced about the past, that
our childhood friendships have been the
most meaningful and lasting to all
Civita Canto Wilcox
Sue Pennock Kermes
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1950's
ESPIONAGE AND THE COLD WAR
•

By Bryan Lennon
Staff Writer

Julias and Ethel Rosenberg were pos- uncovered a Soviet espionage ring operatsibly the most notorious spies that worked ing in the US after World War Two, the
for the Soviet Union during the Cold War Rosenberg's entire cell (or spying unit) beofthe 1950's. The information they stole gan to crumble with the arrest of Dr. Klaus
from the US proved to be a milestone in Fuchs in 1950. Fuchs, a British atomic scithe Cold War because the Soviet Union entist, admitted that he was engaged in eshad been behind in the development of pionage for the Soviet Union while he was
nuclear weapons. When both superpow- working on the Manhattan Project, the US
ers were able to make atomic and
hydrogen bombs, the arms race
~~:·····~:·:C:1.· . :"
reached a frantic pace as each country tried to outnumber the other's
nuclear weapons. Espionage
seemed to be the fastest way for
the Soviet Union to even the arms
race.
The Soviet plan was to acquire weapons technology from
the US through an intricate network of spies, some of whom had
connections to the Manhattan
Project. Although many other
American and Soviet spies were
caught and convicted during the
1950's, the Rosenbergs were
caught between a political tug-ofwar. Conservatives used the couple
as symbols of the "Red Menace" The Rosenbergs in a quiet moment
sweeping across the US. Liberals portrayed the Rosenbergs as victims of the
"Red Scare," unjustly tried and convicted.
The Rosenbergs had been transporting valuable information to the Soviets
even before the 1950's. But after the FBI

construction of the A-bomb. During his
confession Fuchs fIngered his co-conspirator, Harry Gold. Gold then turned in David
Greenglass, who was in the same spying
unit with his sister Ethel Rosenberg and
her husband Julias. After the FBI realized

~OLHS

that the Rosenbergs could be stealing secrets from the US, they planned a trap for
them.
In order to make the case against the
Rosenbergs, the FBI needed to crack the
encoded information the couple was sending to the Soviet Union. If the FBI could
prove that the seemingly harmless information was actually US nuclear secrets,
they could prosecute the Rosenbergs
for espionage. FBI agents were able
to invent a machine to crack the
Rosenberg's code and gathered
enough evidence to bring them to trial
in 1951.
During the trial, Greenglass and
Sobell testified against the
Rosenbergs, for the crime of giving
secrets to the Soviet Union concerning the construction of the A-bomb.
Based on this testimony and the evidence gathered by the FBI, the jury
sentenced the Rosenbergs to death.
On June 15, 1953, the
Rosenbergs were electrocuted at Sing
Sing prison in Ossining, New York.
Their accomplices, Greenglass and
Sobell, were given fIfty year prison
sentences.
The Rosenbergs were no doubt a very
big part of the Soviet Union gaining information in the technology war against the
US, and espionage put a frost on the Cold
War.

'W
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.By Megan McKenna
StaffWriter

Cramming into Volkswagen Convertibles. Throwing people into telephone
booths. Hula-hooping competitions.
These were just a few of the many odd
fads that swept through our nation in the
1950's.
Teenagers were the main participants
in these events and once a fad was established, it spread like wildfIre. One of
the most popular fads was cramming the
largest number of people into the smallest space. Dorm rooms were filled with
crumpled little balls of newspaper until
the room was full. Twenty-two California
collegians jammed into a telephone booth
with high hopes of obtaining a world
record.
Hula-hoops were invented and discovered before they too, became part of
the fIfties culture. In 1958, two California
toy makers heard about gym classes in
Australia where kids exercised with bamboo hoops and loved it. Their company,
Wham-O, began selling $1.98 plastic
rings. Within six months, American kids
were spinning around 30 million hoops
made by Wham-O and other imitators.
Both the good kids, the Mickey
Mouse Club inspired teenagers, and the
bad kids portrayed by big screen rebels.
Annette Funnicelo and the other
Mouseketeers provided a clean-cut, pure
example for teens, while James Dean,
Marlon Brando, and other rebels gave
them the craving to rebel against wholesome conformity. Elvis Presley made the
nation swoon with his song and dance
performances. Families gathered in front
of the television with TV dinners to watch
American Bandstand with Dick Clark. It

was an impressionable age when TV flfst
began to dictate culture. Televised competitions called "game shows" captured
an audience and gave manufacturers the
opportunity to sell their new products
and styles.

Other fads included bomb shelters
were built as protection from nuclear attack, Davy Crockett raccoon hats and
other items were sold, Ducktail haircuts
became omnipresent, and products containing chlorophyll- like gum, toothpaste,
dog food, etc. were manufactured and
bought.
The fads gave Americans something
to look for, something to follow. Darien
teens followed suit with the rest of the
rest of the fads in the country. They also
created their own fads that spread

throughout the town and school. Pajama
parties and sleepovers ruled the town.
Slumber parties between New Canaan and
Darien girls were held, and competitions
took place throughout the night. A September 1958 issue ofNEIRAD describes
a new fad: "But a new type of party has
burst upon peaceful Darien. It begins at
6:30 A.M. with thunder on the stairs and
raucous laughter and grasping hands,
which drag you from your dream-fIlled
slumber. You are snatched and pushed,
as you are, into an already overstuffed
car and hijacked into someone's home for
breakfast. Lock your door, fads catch on
quickly." These sleepovers became part
of Darien teens in the fIfties, as this particular fad caught on quickly.
Today it works the same way. Fads
are still present, and teenagers are still
following them. In Darien, the parking lot
holds its signifIcant number of Jeeps, Explorers, and Pathfinders. J.Crew,
Abercrombie, Bannana Republic, and Gap
are what the majOlity of the students wear.
Today kids are inspired by what advertisements tell them to be. People look at
the advertisements to determine their next
look. This media influence was actually
born in the fIfties, by the birth of the TV.
Today, television, magazines, billboards,
the Internet and other advertising agents
lure teens into the consumer world. Back
then, the fashion was collared shirts,
pleated skirts, and corduroy coats, and
the hot cars were Chevrolets and
Volkswagen Bugs. These styles became
popular due to a heavy increase in television advertisement; the beginning of
what would come of the 90's.

1960' s
Our DHS arrives; deemed a "good buy"
.By Jen Ramsey
StaffWriter

The Darien High School building was
born on a cold February day in the year of
1960. 350 students strolled through the
halls, leaving their former high school,
Mather, behind. Mather and Royle became
junior high schools for the incoming class
made up of 1,100 students. The population
and student enrollment was heavily increasing. In 1935 Darien had only 27.9 percent of
students in high school that went on to
further study. In 1963, however, this percentage shot up to more than 91 percent.
In 1935 there were 61 graduates, by the year
1963, there were 262. Today there are 766
students attending Darien High School. In
order to make way for the large classes of
the future, Mather High School students
moved uptown to Darien High School.
The 1961 transfer into the new building was "smooth" according to Thomas E.
Golden Jr., the chairman of General School
Planning and Building Committee. Students
attending DHS would only stay until 12:30
for their fust week at Darien High School.
Although the student's didn't seem to
mind their dismissal time, their one complaint was the lack of hot food in the cafeteria for the first couple of weeks of school.
Mr. Golden felt that the town had made
a "good buy." He appraised the Dan
Deering Co. of Norwalk for overcoming a
construction delay, (that lingered on for
three months), which was caused by freezing conditions of the previous winter.
Although many students today feel
that Darien High School has the look of an
old prison; at age 37, Darien High School is
younger than many teachers that work
within its walls. Darien High School was
designed by the architectural firm of
Ketchum and Sharp in 1958 and was built
by Deering Construction Company during
theyearsofl959to 1961.
"The school is essentially the creation
of devoted men and women of this community who have nothing to show for their
pains but a sense of fulfillment. It is the

culmination of the work of four successive
committees, work done of nights and of
weekends, and in daytime hours stolen from
normal pursuits, work done week after week
for six years, work totaling close to then
thousand man-hours," said Leon E. Oark, a
member of the Building Committee.
During the time of the building of the
high school, there was a cost-control-system, two men were always recording the
expenses and keeping all of the data so that
at any given moment the Advisory Committee on Darien School Needs knew what
uncommitted funds it had left. This was
crucial to the consideration of every refinement, every addition, every saving. Due to
this crucial planning, and frugal selection
of materials had $35,000 left over when they
were done building the school.
Savings were the main concern in
building the school. "Permanent savings"
of $466,000 would result, according to the
Advisory Committee, from modifications it
suggested of the original plans of Ketchum,
Gina, and Sharp for a senior high school.
The total cost of the school, the committee
decided, would be $3,133,000. The
committee's adjustments of the school's
original plan included reducing the size of
the auditorium to 600 students instead of
an 880-student auditorium, and building a
smaller stage. The music wing was going
to be greatly reduced in size to save costs.
One of the three gym stations was eliminated along with a varsity locker room and
basement toilets. The cafeteria was reduced
in size from maximum capacity of 1,300 students down to maximum capacity of 1,200
students. Painted block was substituted
for marble faced block in the corridors, and
the masonry changed to 30 percent face
brick and 70 percent waylite brick, which is
much cheaper. The committee also suggested simplifying the surface area of the
parking areas and changing the drainage
system of the football field. The electrical
wiring and the heating system will also be
adjusted. Because of the suggested postponement of the auditorium, the lobby was
also simplified at the committee's request.
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The committee also decided to reorganize
the savings for equipment. According to
the Advisory Committee, "that was only
the beginning"; they postponed many other
recommendations such as changing the auditorium, the main football field, running
track, the tennis courts, and some parking
area. Postponed topics would all together
amount to $284,000 the committee stated.
Several different layouts were explored at
the meeting, one that seemed promising
with and addition of wings. However, the
committee later dismissed by the urgent
committee, stating that the layout had a
"hodgepodge of wings." Another layout
required a fresh start in designing this
school. However, that too was later dismissed because this "fresh start" would
delay the urgent building ofDHS. The committee also wanted to make it known that
no changes will be made in Darien's education standards.
Dr. Akinson, Darien High School's principal, was very impressed with the new faculty offices for each of the school's six departments when upon arriving to work for

his first day at the new school. He complemented the roominess of the library and the
cafeteria. Atkinson also recognized the
functional aspects of the guidance-administration set-up. The new faculty offices
eliminates the practice of parent-teacher
conferences being held in impractical places
such as the auditorium, which was common at Mather High School. Atkinson was
impressed with the large size ofthe school's
cafeteria which was double the size of
Mather's cafeteria. Dr. Atkinson felt that
the new library should be able to handle
the student's needs for "many years to
come."
37 years later, Darien High School is
still standing but just barely. Leaky pipes,
overcrowded cafeterias, electrical wiring
tangled in a ball in the corner of the room,
and a series of heating-black-outs have all
contributed to list of problems that The
Darien High School faces. With the incoming class being larger than ever with 267
students, the future of Darien High School
still lingers on.
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Top Ten Albums

Top Ten Singles
1) "I Want to Hold Your Hand"
2) "It's Now or Never"
3) "Hey Jude"
4) "The Ballad of the Green Berets"
5) "Love is Blue"
6) ''I'm a Believer"
7) "Can't Buy Me Love"
8) "She Loves You"
9) "Sugar Sugar"
10) ''The 1\vist"

The Beatles
Elvis Presley
The Beatles
StaffSergeant
Barry Sadler
Paul Mauriat
Monkees
The Beatles
The Beatles
Archies 1969
C. Checker

1964
1960
1968
1966
1968
1966
1964
1969
1960
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1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

West Side Story
Soundtrack
Meet the Beatles
The Beatles
The Sound ofMusic
Soundtrack
Stg. Pepper's
The Beatles
The Monkees
Monkees
More of the Monkees
Monkees
Hair
Soundtrack
Whipped Cream & Other Herb Albert &
Delights
The Tijuana Brass
9) Mary Poppins
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Jerry Garcia of the Greatful Dead, who emerged from the Height-Ashbury scene in San Francisco; The Beatle's Abbey Road cover: George. Paul, Ringo. and John
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From Andy Griffith to Ed Sullivan to Walter Cronkite:

When TV first captivated America with humor & seriousness
• By Andy Mattison
Staff Writer

During the 60's more and more people
turned on and tuned in to their televisions. The number of TVs in homes across
the country increased. People normally
had one but in the 60's it wasn't uncommon for a family to have multiple TV sets
in their house. Many families would
watch TV while eating dinner or entertaining guests. Kids would eat TV dinners in front of the television on a Friday
night while watching, "The Flintstones"
on ABe.
The 1960's was the decade when
presidential debates first aired. On September 26, 1960, seventy-five million
Americans tuned in to watch the presidential debate between John F. Kennedy
and Richard Nixon. The televised debate
determined the outcome of the election.
The viewers saw Nixon appear haggard
and tired and gave him poor marks for
personal appearance. Kennedy came
across as sharp and bright to the audience. Mter the debate, many voters sided
with Kennedy and he went on to become
the next president of the United States.
In 1961 the FCC criticized the television industry. Every year broadcast executives met to discuss the state of the
industry and listen to a speech by an important government figure. On May 9,
1961 newly appointed FCC chainnan Newton Minow denounced television as a
"vast wasteland." Minow also claimed
there was nothing on TV but "blood and
thunder, mayhem, violence, sadism, murder."
At the beginning of the 1961-1962
season, networks were looking for a way
to show people that TV was not bad. In
the fall of 1961, more variety of shows
appeared in primetime during the week.
The most popular of shows was
Gunsmoke, a popular radio show that
made it to TV. The transition was not hard
for the show to make, as it brought its
radio audience with it and became the
most watched television show in America.
Following its success, Gunsmoke expanded to a one hour show, and reruns
of the half-hour shows air on Tuesday
night under the title, "Marshal Dillon" on
CBS.

In the 60's the most popular network
was CBS. In the 1960-1961 season, six of
the shows that were in the top ten

(Gunsmoke, Have Gun Will Travel, The
Andy Griffith Show, Rawhide, Candid
Camera, The Jack Benny Show) aired
on CBS. CBS also carried the Ed Sullivan
Show, the popular variety show which
the Beatles would make their first US
performance on. In the early 60s, especially on CBS, the most popular of
shows were serious dramas like
Gunsmoke, or mysteries like Perry Mason.
1963 became a sad time in America.
It was the year of the Civil Rights Movement. A year where the city of Birmingham, Alabama became a war zone between black and white people. Martin
Luther King was a leader behind the
protests in Birmingham. Many sit-ins
in public places occurred along with
"kneel-ins" at local churches. In response to this, the police started many
riots with the protesters. The police released hounds after them, they beat the
blacks with sticks and then arrested
them. Martin Luther King was sent to
jail many times. America was also very
close to going to war with Vietnam. After the Cuban Missile Crisis with Fidel
Castro, going to war was still a threat to
America. Bomb drills were practiced in
school. People paid more attention to
their fallout shelters that Kennedy had
urged Americans to build.
The riots in Birmingham got worse.
On May 11 'h the KKK held a rally just
outside of Birmingham. The rally was
followed by the bombings of A.D.
King's home and the Gaston Motel. A
riot around the motel ensued soon after
the bombing. Many people are killed in
the disastrous event.
On August 28,1963 Martin Luther
King gives his, "I Have A Dream"
speech in Washington. Many people,
black and white, are touched by his
speech about racial equality. But it's
only for a short time that people in
America would be happy. On November
22nd , John Fitzgerald Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas. The Kennedy assassination remains to this day one of the worst
tragedies in American history. Many
Americans are saddened by the Kennedy
assassination because the Kennedy's
were the closest thing America had to a
royal family. Two days later, Lee Harvey
Oswald, the suspected gunman who allegedly shot Kennedy, was assassinated
as well. America spent the rest of 1963

A typical American family gathers around the television set to watch the Kennedy/Nixon
debate. Years later CBS' and Walter Cronkite's coverage of Kennedy's assasination was
labeled then, and is still known today, as "TV's jinaest hour. "

grieving about the tragic loss of their
president.
As Lyndon B. Johnson took over the
presidency, so did comedy shows on television. At a time when the president had
been shot, America's troops were overseas at Vietnam, and America was struggling with racial segregation in the south,
TV viewers chose laughter over sorrow
when watching TV. In the 1964-1965 TV
season, Bonanaza, a comedy, was the
number one show. Followed by Bewitched, which was also a comedy. In
1964-1965,6 of the shows in the top ten
(Bonanza, Bewitched, The Andy
Griffith Show, The Red Skelton Hour,
The Dick Van Dyke Show, and The Lucy
Show) were comedies. The other four
shows in the top ten were dramas.
In April of 1966, one television network decided to tackle the issues that
plagued America on an adolescent discussion program, "Speak-Out". 12 students from DHS, Ellen Lindgren, Diane
Bianco, John Dasher, Dwight Timbers,
Peter Raarrup, Jan Pozdena, Doug Ray,
Chris Clarke, Pam Mills, Lynnie Lynch,
and Margie Warren, were selected to
go on the program from their participation in the Harlem, George Washington
High School New York exchange programs.
In addition, 15 black students from

the New York City area completed the
list of participants. The topic of discussion was the suburban-urban exchange
programs which each student has been
involved in. The majority of the students felt that the wealth of the weekends were the friendships which were
made between people of different races.
Towards the end of the 60's life still
hadn't returned to normal. America was
still at war with Vietnam, The Hippie
Revolution was at large during
Woodstock, drug use was at an all-time
"high", and in 1969 Martin Luther King
and Robert F. Kennedy were assassinated. And in the 1968-1969 television
series, Rowan and Martin's Laugh-In
was America's top-rated show. All the
shows in the top ten were either from
CBS or NBC, none were from ABC.
Television in the 1960's will best
be remembered for its transition from
seriousness to humor in order to survive the tragic events that shocked
America. People were remember where
they were the day the Beatles performed
on the Ed Sullivan Show. People will
also remember where they were the day
John F. Kennedy was assassinated.
People will also remember how hard television tried to make them laugh at a time
when it wasn't easy to.

A Turbulent Time...

1960' s

On The Local Scene:

TWo issues of the decade captivated the public and caused mass
demonstrations: Vietnam, and the Civil Rights movement. On
October 15, 1969, many in Darien staged a Peace Walk which
culminated with a speech in front of the Darien Town Hall.
Clockwise: A sit· in in Spring Grove Cemetery with prayers for wa
victims; Women and children join the march; Peace workers
compile petitions for peace; Students walk to Town Hall.

Nationally:

Clockwise: Thousands of
demonstrators gather at a
rally next to the Lincoln
Memorial in Washington
to protest Vietnam;
Birmingham fireman open
their on nonviolent civil
rights protestors; The
Black Panthers, a group
in support of black rights
who constantly protested
the deaths of African·
Americans on the front
lines of Vietnam, march at
a rally in Washington; The
National Guard brings
force to University of
California· Berkley, often a,'"
center of civil
disobedience. Photos as
seen in The Sixties Reader.
by J. Haskins, Viking,
1988
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Art Ruggieri, Norwalk HS
Class of 1966

Josie Mullen, Darien HS
Class of 1969

The Norwalk H.S. yearbook said it all
with their senior comments: 'There are very
few people as nice as Art... His sincerity
stands out above all...good looking. Look
for a football game, and you'll find
Art... Success will certainly be forthcomirng
for Art." He is now a chemistry teacher,
and is pictured below.

As Homecoming Queen, her senior
yearbook picture came complete with the
quote "I feel there is an angel in me whom
I am constantly shocking." She is now a
social studies teacher at Middlesex, and
a team leader. She comes complete with a
poster in her room that reads, "Don't
Worry, There's a Woman in Charge."

i

Bruce Hall, Darien HS
Class of 1964

Christopher Shays, Darien HS
Class of 1964

In 1964, Chris Shays was already leaving his mark as "the last of the Shays
"I am not an Indian," proclaimed
hockey dynasty". He went on to Principia
Hall in his 1964 yearbook. Hallreturned
College and later married his High School
to his alma mater as a vice-principal. He
sweetheart, Betsi. The two went on to
is now the principal. It doesn't look
serve in the Peace Corps until1970. Four
like he's changed much in thirty-five
years later, he was elected to the Connectiyears, except for the glasses.
cut House, and is now a representative in
Conl:!ress.

1960' s
Free love and flowers:

The hippie counter-culture
.By Kendall Gilchrest
StaffWriter

Approaching the end of a decade's
worth of assassinations, riots and the
escalating Vietnam War, the subculture
of the Hippies was born in San Francisco. Trying to achieve absolute individual freedom and peace to all, Hippies
were recognizable with long unwashed
hair, American Indian ponchos, and tattered clothes. Sunglasses covered their
dilated eyes and their feet were bare.
Of course, an important part of their
culture was the attempt to free the mind

spent the decade trying to convince
Americans that drugs were the answer
to their problems.
"The aim of all Eastern religion is
basically to get high, that is, to expand
your consciousness and find ecstasy
and revelation within," Dr. Leary is
quoted as saying in the book Hippies,
Drugs and Promiscuity. Many of Dr.
Leary's speeches contained accounts of
. his experiences and instructions for
reaching "spiritual discovery."
"All followers of my path must, in
order to reach spiritual discovery, make
a hallucinogenic trip once a week. They
must search for inner ecstasy at every
opportunity. They must abandon their
families and society as soon as possible."
Another big aspect of the hippie
movement was Free Love. Another focus of the Hippie movement was to break
free from what they considered to be a
sexually repressive society. The birth
control pill appeared on the market and
. young people in the 60's knew little

'lower-clad hippie at the Summer of Love in
he Haight-Ashbury section of San Fransico in
ugust of 1967.

of the restrictions of reality. Like the shamans of other cultures, some Hippies
used drugs such as marijuana and LSD
to alter their perceptions on their surroundings. Although they were a small
community in the 60's, their message
about drugs seemed to affect many
young Americans. The American Medical Association's Committee on Drug Dependence estimated that from 1960 to
1970, the number of Americans aged 1222 who sampled marijuana increased from·
a few thousand to 8 million.

ALL
FOLLOWERS...MUST,
IN ORDER TO REACH
SPIRITUAL DISCOVERY, MAKE A HALLUCINOGENIC TRIP
ONCE A WEEK... THEY
MUST ABANDON
THEIR FAMILIES AND
SOCIETY AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE.
Taking drug use to the extreme was
Dr. Timothy Leary, a psychology professor from Harvard University. He

Hangin' around in the '60s
lIBy Samuel Fletcher
StaffWriter

It is Friday, six 0' clock, and the students of Darien High School are anxiously anticipating the upcoming
evening. Time is spent after school
styling hair, taking a shower, and shining those brand new Hush Puppies.
Seven 0' clock rolls around and telephone calls are made to friends. The
plans for the night are laid down. The
student paces back and forth in front
of the door, as he waits for his ride to
come. His father throws out a question
that is replied with a quick, but untrue
statement, "I am not doing anythipg."
A horn sounds, and the student flies
out the door, runs down the walkway,
and jumps into a new cherry red '63
Mustang convertible. The night has
begun.
The driver of the car turns the dial
of the radio to the local rock and roll
station, and to the delight of the passengers, the new Beatles tune, Every
Little Thing, is on. They sing along,
and speed down the Post Road. Soon
they will reach their destination for the
night, the Tasty Freeze, conveniently
located in the center of town. Renowned
for their chilidogs, the Tasty Freeze was
the place to be for high school students
in the sixties. There, they could hang
out with friends, flirt with each other,
enjoy a good, hearty meal, and try to
find out what other options they had
for the evening. If nothing arose, they
had no problems with sitting down and
chewing the fat, and watching the stars
for the rest of the night.
The sixties were a time of turmoil,
protest, and universalulll'uly behavior.
It was also a time to hang out with

friends, enjoy each other's company,
and party like there was no tomorrow.
In Darien, the scene was no different.
High school students spent their weekends living the fast life and making their
parents miserable. Contrary to the
popular conception of the sixties, the
sixties in Darien were not a time of sexual
promiscuity, drug experimentation, and
rebellion against authority. To students
in Darien, life was about enjoying relationships and making new friends. Most
never debated whether to drink their
worries away, or to introduce themselves to the new "groovy" narcotic on
the scene. They spent their time talking amongst themselves while enjoying
banana splits down at the local Tasty
Freeze. They discussed who had the
coolest new ride on the street, and
people updated one another on what
couple was going "steady." As one can
tell, not much has changed since those
days.
From stories imparted on me by my
parents, both DHS students, classes of
'64 and '68, it seems that the sixties were
a time of camaraderie among the students at DHS. To them, it did not matter
where you went. It mattered who you
spent your time with. Free time was too
important for the students to waste
away on such time consuming practices
as drinking alcoholic beverages or vandalizing property. Students rode the
natural highs of life. There was no need
for any illegal activity or any engaging
in "worldly" pleasures for these students. They had each other, and in their
world, that's all that mattered. It is apparent that the children of the sixties
have imparted the same principles of the
lives onto the lives of their children.

===DECADE'S DEFINING MOMENT===
Counter-culture icon Jerry Garcia of the
Greatful Dead, at the intersection of Haight
and Ashbury Streets in San Fransisco.

about the dangers of STDs.
The Hippie movement seemed to indirectly affect the women's rights movement. Buttons such as, "Down with
Bras!" were popular, and women burned
their undergarments as a sign of protest. The days when women were seen
as subservient to their husbands were
over.
The Hippie subculture didn't last
very long and seemed to lose steam as
their community grew up. The Vietnam
War ended, which took away the need
for peace demonstrations and protest
rallies. Soon after the Hippie subculture died away and the 70's ushered in
a new mind expanding and rule-breaking culture of disco.

J.F.K's Assasination: November 22,1963

,
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Above: John F. Kennedy's funeral processioll in the streets of Washington, D.C. On
May 29, 1964, the US Postal Service issued a commemorative stamp of the President
on what would have been his 47th birthday. His assasination was the topic of 400
straight hours of national television programming which included NBC's live footage
of the shooting of Lee Harvey Oswald.

SPORTS INTHE 1960s: THE CHAMPIONS
Football: State Champions, 1963
Ice Hockey: State Champions, 1968-1969

Boys' Track: State Champions 1963
Boys' Gymnastics: State Champions 1969

1970's
Before there was Clinton:

Our First Televised Presidential Scandal
.By Steve Prince and Joe
Breitweiser
Associate Editor and Staff Writer

When Richard Nixon resigned the
presidency on television on August
8, 1974 he ushered in a new era in
American politics. The Watergate
scandal, and the eventually resignation of our 37th president, was a defining moment in American History.
The incident started with a seemingly simple arrest of five men for the
robbery of the Democratic National
Headquarters, at the Watergate Hotel
in Washington. Two reporters from
the Washington Post, Bob Woodward
and Carl Berenstein, who were assigned to cover the Watergate breakin, soon began to suspect that there
might be more involved than met the
eye.
Soon, their investigations led to a
connection between the burglars and
the Committee to Re-elect President
Nixon (C.R.E.E.P). The White House
denied any knowledge of, or connec-

"PEOPLE HAVE GOT
TO KNOW WHETHER
OR NOT THEIR PRESIDENT IS A CROOK.
WELL, I AM NOT A
CROOK!" - FORMER
PRESIDENT RICHARD
NIXON
tion to, the burglary. However, Woodward and Bernstein continued to find
evidence incriminating C.R.E.E.P., including the fact that James W. McCord,
one of the Watergate burglars, was an
employee of the organization.
In February of 1973, the Senate
formed a Select Committee on Presidential Campaign Acti vi ties to further investigate President Nixon's campaign
for reelection, including the campaign's

President Richard Nixon announcing his resignation on television, August 8, 1974

connection with Watergate.
In April of 1973, things began to
go rotten for the Nixon Administration.
First, McCord admitted to ajudge that
he was being "pressured" to remain silent. On the 20 th of April, FBI director
L. Patrick Gray admitted that he had destroyed Watergate evidence under pressure from aides to the president, and
resigned. On the 30 th , four of Nixon's
top aides declared their resignations.
On May 17, the Senate subcommittee began hearings. In June, John
Dean, a former presidential counsel,
testified in front of the committee,
and a nationwide TV audience, that
the White House was involved in a
cover-up. Dean also said that President Nixon was personally involved
in paying off the burglars to keep
quiet. Another aide then testified
that Nixon had ordered secret audio
recorders installed in the oval office
in 1971, and had recorded most of the
conversations that had take place
there since then.

Watergate Special Prosecutor
Archibald Cox demanded that the
tapes be released, and when Nixon
tried to fire him, many began to call
for impeachment. Nixon eventually
agreed to hand over the tapes to the
senate. However, the White House
revealed that two tapes were missing,
and a third had an 18 minute blank
space in the middle of the tape, obviously from erasing. In November of
1973, Nixon made a televised appearance in front of 400 Associated Press
reporters, where he announced "I am
not a crook!"
The Senate Judiciary Committee
approved its first article of impeachment on July 27,1974. On August 8,
1974, three years after the start of the
Watergate incident, President Richard Nixon became the first United
States president to resign the office.
Vice president Gerald Ford assumed
the presidency. He was later to pardon Nixon of all wrong doing in the
Watergate case.

Oil Embargo hits home: The gas crisis
Detroil Cars had to be driven at reduced
speeds to conserve gas; in fact the nation-

In Octoberof 1973, the United Stare.'l
suffered the first of many oil and gall crisis. With the outbreak of the Yom Kippur
War between l'irael and its Amb neighbors. the Arab-controlled OPEC (Organiw.tion of Petroleum Exporting Counme.,).
decided to punish the United States and
tJler allies of Israel by imposing an oil
embargo. 1be effccts were immediate and
devilstating. The pnce ofcrude oil tripled.
The price remained bigh even after the
first embargo d~ to the fact mat OPEC
kept production down.
The effect.. felt at home in the United
States were widespread. Everything became more expensive from bome heating
oil and gasoline lo ~Iectricity and plaslies. Drivers had to queue lines up to four
miles long simply to get gas. The nation
was completely unprepared, as most of
the cars On lJle market were enormous V8 bea<;ts whose best gas mileage was in
single digits. Americans turned to cars
manufactured by the Japanese and the
Germans due to the fnet thaL they conliumed half the gas of me ones mudc in

wide 55-mile per hour speed limit was en·
acted at this time to conserve fuel Signs
put up the government on the highways advised the population "Gas must last., don't

drive fast."
Americans abo Ioweredtheirtl:le.nroillU
and experienced shor1er school and woOOng

hours. The government also ex~
with alternative sources of enetgy such
solar and wind power and. artificial oil
from coal. The crisis was to last for the rest
the decade, wiIh OPEC. responding to the 1
revolution in Iran. hiking prices by ma-e th
50 percent and putting the price of ga
at n men unbeard of dollar per ganon.
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graduating
Mr. Harris
farm io Pennia
1930

1970's
o
Although you may only be 17,
is the time for you to start thinkins about the draft. When your 18th
birthday rolls around, chances are
that you'lllcoow very little about it
and you won't baveeoough time to
find out aU you'U want to know Wen
you are required 10 make a decision.
nder Ihe laws oftbis COWlll'y, you
are leQuired to regiater with your local
draft board wiIbio 10 days after your 181b
birthday. When you do this you wiD soon
thereafter receiw in the mail certain papers to fill out If you have not dons a
llitle research on the draft by this time.
you may be in for trouble. 85 there are
certaiD ripts given to you which you
may utilize only at this time.
Tberc are several sources of information available to you in this area. including but not limited to independent
DOW

draft counselors and draft lawyers. whose
services. by the way, are generally free
unless tbcy take a case for you to court.
die American avil Uberties Union. which
has an office in StamfORl. and fiDaUy. your
local draft board. 1 strongly urge you
to talk to one of those other than the
draft board before you resister. They
will give you a mucb more objective
picnue ofwbat you're getting into.
The purpose of this column is to
belpthe students better understand the
draft and their own responsibilities.
would appreciate it if people would
submit questions about the draft to me
and I'll try to answer them in this colUDlD. In the future I'D be exploring other
subjects such as the lottery. defermeDls including CO classification. and
otber options open to prospecti ve

draftees. - REPRINT

Yet another proposed building change...
The beginning of a thirty-year trend
Reprinted from the ---- 1975
issue of Neirad
Architects have submitted a preliminary design for the proposed four year
high school to the Building Committee, a
group of citizens appointed two years ago
by the Board of Education.
The plan by Russel, Gibson, and Von
Dohlen of West Hartford would consist
of renovations of some of the present facilities, and the addition of others. Included in the addition in the, as yet, rough
design, will be a two-story wing connecting the gymnasium and the present "B"
wing. Also proposed are an audio/visual
room, a choral music room and an art facility, in addition to a new cafeteria and
shop area.
More physical education facilities,
including an optional swimming pool, are
to be built if the plan is approved, as is a
lecture room near the math and science
wings.
The estimated cost of the design to
the town is $2.5 million after state aid,
and not including the cost of the pool.
The Building Committee, members of
the Board of Education, the principal and
high school department chairmen have
reacted to the architect's design and the
architect is to revise the plan for presentation to the two.
Supporters of the project maintain
that present facilities are inadequate to

1970'S: THE CHAMPIONS

Football 1979
Boys' Gymnastics
1971,1972,1974
Boys' Tennis
1976, 1977, 1978
Boys'Swimming
1972, 1974, 197~
1977, 1978
Boys' Indoor Track
1978
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This is the architect's preliminary conception of part of the proposed four-year
•. high school. )n the foreground is a two-story wing connecting tbe present liB" win
. )VUh the ~)'D1nllsium a.rea.ll!.1h..e UDDer left is a new cafeteria and shop area.
house a "steadily increasing population
in grades 10-12." They state that present
facilities are deficient in climate control,
lighting, storage, and corridor traffic. The
also feel that the ninth grade is more appropriately situated at the high school.
Proponents say that moving the sixth

grades to two "middle schools would relieve crowding and the use of portable
buildings at the elementary level.
Opponents of the proposal dispute
projected population growth figures, object to the possible cost of the project
and point to the fact that one elementary

school (Baker) has been closed.
According to Dr. Bruno, if the two
acts favorably on what has been proposed, ground could be broken this
spring and the converted high school
could open by the fall of1974. Dr. Bruno
has stated that he is "solidly in favor" of
the four-year conversion.
Observers expect that a town wide
referendum will be held on the plan and
the separate swimming pool proposal.
I

1970's
James Gang
RocksDHS

NOVEMBER
By Sue Allard and
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Joe Walsh (best known as
guitarist for the Eagles) and
the James Gang play DHS
on March 7, 1970
The following article is reprinted from
the March 1970 issue ofNE1RAD.
The Darien Student Organization presented the James Gang in concert in the
DHS auditorium last Saturday night. The
Smubbs, a four piece band with lead singer,
offered an hour's music before the James
Gang, much of which was original material. This group also manifested a knack
for performing old favorites in new and
different fashions. Much of the audience
was captured by the entire feeling of music, and at the end of the Smubbs appearance, their excitement was rising steadily.
After intermission, at which several
members of the Norwalk motorcycle gang
appeared, the James Gang made its debut
at DHS. Joe Walsh, the lead guitarist of
the band, and undoubtedly one of the [mest musicians in the country, at once impressed the entire audience with his brilliant guitar work. Momentarily, many students lost interest in the performance,
which seemed to center solely on Mr.
Walsh, and walked out.
At its conclusion, some of the students seemed visibly disappointed in the
James Gang. Many of them, it seems, went
to the concert with the sole idea of
"psyching out' as was the case with the
Rhinoceros concert several months ago.
Many more were annoyed with the drop
of enthusiasm following the change in the
hard drive sound of the Smubbs to the
improvisational blues of Joe Walsh.
However, Mr. Walsh is truly a fine
and talented musician, as most of the audience will agree. His fine playing was a
proper climax to a night of excellent music.

becomes more aware ofcertain
inadequacies in the Darien High building
after a visit to the enormous campus 0
Greenwich Hip School
One ~ first i~ by the large
area in which the school is located. The
contemporary building with a rather star
exterior houses a modem school structure within. In an effort to give the school
a "homey" air. there are many indoor
plants and trees, sculpture, carpeted haDs,
and all small open classrooms with DO
doors.

Darien High School students would
be mo.c;t impressed with the spacious "student center." Located in the middle of the
lIChool complex, a great deal of the studt!nt population congregates in lhis area,
in which there are spirailltaircases lead-

ing 10 the second floor.

There students can spend their SbJdy
bans and eallWlCh. There is a sectiooedoff area in the centers which is the designated mding area, and 1ikeDHS they have
"a lot of troUble" with students smoking
outside the smalcing area. However. unlike
DUS students. smokers are DOt suapended

for this offense.
10 the student center then: are many
vendiog machines offering different types
of refreshment, and in the morning, breakfast ia served up until lunch period.
The relBlive cleaDliness of the center
is maintained tbrougb the practice ofcharging a dime for each luncb tray, redeemable
upon return of the tray at the end of the
lunch.
Of course, the main anraction on the
campus is the indoor heated swimming
pool. This addition expanded the pbysical
education curriculum and has contributed
10 the consistently outstanding pedor-

GHSswimtrams
yaros.
OreenwichIDghSchool operaIrS wiIbid
roar bouses, aD COIIDeCIIld wiIh the
: 'Ibc= am abaut 650 students
IDIIIICC!S

nmdomIyineach1nlleandamqjority
studeDI's cla!lses are scheduled witbin his
'Igned bouse. Each househas alibrary.
guidance oounseJors. a number of ti
members,lOImeadnb._ known as

1mIemaBfa'. 1be~,.JOOnBiId,CMf
lIeeS everyddng,

Cbenwi:hHiahSc:tm.1bDBden,_
not ~ an official open-c:ampus but
Darien. nothing scvae ocan if you
auJ1lUS and are c:aughL
1bo&e who do not support plans to
pond upon andimp'oYe DIlIialHf&bSc:mol'i
campus 8bou1d only look towanIlheirrwoiahJ
boring town ofOreenwicb, to _ that
tomodemize scbooIs in not a pt'IICtice
to Darien School BoIId planners.

Class of 1978
Favorites
Reprintedfrom the 1978 DHS Yearbook

Staffmembers of the NElRAD from 1978 proudly display an issue of
the paper hot off the press. The staff used to publish the school
newspaper in the high school print shop. They were responsible for
each step in the process--writing, editing, typing out, laying out
manually, typesetting, actual printing, and distributing the finished
product. Today's NElRAD is typed onto PC's, edited in place, laid out
using PageMaker, and shipped on Zip Disks to a local printer. ..afar
cry from the clattering of a rotary press. Despite these technologlcal
advances, each successive group of reporters and editors strive to
continue the newspaper's long-standing tradition ofquality.

- . . . . .etnoers

Favorite drink: milk, California grape
juice (Gallo variety), Pina colada
Favorite Word: scruffy, think, bizarre,
great!, vapid, dammit, compassion
Favorite color: black
Favorite Male movie star: King Kong
Favorite Female movie star: Mrs.
Kong, Shirley Temple
Favorite Bi-Sexual movie star: Lassie,
Phyllis Diller, the Thing
Favorite escape spot from students:
behind my desk, library carrel, Iceland,
who wants to escape?
Favorite T.V show: Dennis the Menace, Captain Kangaroo, Star Trek, The
Little Rascals
Favorite animal: fruit bat, chipmunk,
penguin, sophomore
Favorite place in the whole wide
world: Borneo, cafeteria
Favorite pastime: trick or treating,
smoking, unthinking
Thing you like most about DHS: dismissal, good students
Thing you like least about DHS: fIrst
period, intersection
Favorite author: Pat Boone, Dr.
Seuss

So

lattended DHS from 1968 to 1971. teaeher's lounge. There were Vidnlllll War ersas well as with each
The late 1960's and early 1970's was a "moratorium days"--stUdents and facUlty to PaSsively ncoiviIIJ classn:iom'
lime of profound and radical chunge in wore black annbands in silent protest
lion. Most exama were
._
American culture. The US was still ex- an unjust and ilIeSal war. Drug and alco- resean:b projecls requirina field woIkwere
periencing shock and civil discord over hol use was present, but rarely on cam- assigned more frequently than the
the Vietnam War. Recreational drug use pus. Sexual activity was never discussed tiQD8l written term paper. ExtensivebackW8.'1 more openly engaged in, if not openly. The biggest issues-of-the-day gtouDd readiDS was more the'DOI'Dl than
more extensive. The so-called sexual at DHS were the outdoor student SlDok- written bomework assipments. As. alrevolution was reacbing its peak. in, area (sooth of the 1)'mDa.o;ium) and ways. basic learning was _ fouadation
Darien was an aU-white. upper clas.'i the "open end" policy, wbCRby if a stu- oftbe cmriculum: boweva-, critieaI thinktown. and so W8.'i largely immune from dent had a study period scheduled as the ing wu emphasized as a teaching and
the societal tunnoil rocking the US. last class of a particular day. they we
learning tool.
However, notbing could keep en- free to leave campus.
I graduated in the middle ofttle ClISS
croachment of these changes comThe academic curriculum Bl DHS was of '71. Pour cla5smates conlinuedon to
pletely out of DHS.
conducive to the development of fonnal higher education at the same university
DHS wall a 3-year high school operational thought in the studenL DHS attended (all graduated higher than I), bat
then. There were two3-ycarjuniorhigh was one of the few public schools in the only one (in addiIion tomyself)compIeted
schools: Middlesex and Mad1er. Physi- US to be experimenting with amore open. requirements for a becbelor's degree.
cally, DHS was much the same then as infonnal style of instruction. There were shift was a shock. Whereas DBS bad
now- E-wing i!i the only major cosmetic elective seminar-style classes. particu1arly emphasized task-involvement learning,
change; the cafeteria was not walled in Bnglilth and social studies. Students the university was an cgo-involvement
in. and Ihe small cafeteria was the were encouraged to interact with teacb- environment for which I was unprepared.
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1980' s
Computer use in the 1980's: Nothing like today's iMacs
.By 1)'ler Brownlee
Staff Writer

The first computer called ENIAC
was invented at the University of Pennsylvania at the end of World War II,
weighed 30 tons and contained 18,000
vacuum tubes. ENIAC failed an average
of once every seven minutes. By 1980 the
computer evolved into an efficient, more
dependable machine that was conveniently
sized. Soon, personal computer purchases
began to rise dramatically. This decade
marked the beginning of a society reliant
on computer technology.
In 1980, a government census reported
by the end of the century the number of
personal computers would run as high as
80 million. At this time, Darien High School's
technology consisted of a card sorter, and
the PDP 11/34.
The card sorter, which had been sitting in C-4 since the late seventies, was
one ofDHS's most primitive founs oftechnology. To compose a text document, one
would key punch programs on to cards.
Each card was one line of text. Then to
process the card, one would have to run it
through the card sorter, a cumbersome
heavy piece of machinery. After the machine had read the card, the operator had
completed one line of programming.
Sharing the room with the card sorter
was the PDP 11/34 manufactured by Digital. This computer system only had the
ability to do basic programming. The PDP
11/34 consisted of one large computer, an I
console LA34, with connections to 20 individual terminals. Wires running through
the ceiling connected the terminals in room
C-4 and in the guidance office to the LA34.
In addition, there were dial-up connections
from the console to terminals at Middlesex

Middle School. The LA34 had 64 kilobytes
of addressable memory. This memory capacity was divided up to each terminal
through the "Unibus" system.
In charge of these computers was DHS
student Alex Evans. Evans, who graduated
in 1980, managed Darien High Schools computer system during his senior year along
with his co-manager Ted Beyer. Evans prevented those who were called "rats" from
invading the computer system. These "rats"
would illegally destroy or manipulate the
prqgrarns of other users, and spend too much
time using the system.
In the fall of 1982 a great revolution
took place- attendance procedures became
computerized. Before this computerized
system attendance procedures had been
slow and unreliable. According to Assistant Principal Edmund Higgins in 1982, "It
takes an average of eight to ten hours to do
one day's attendance. With the new computer attendance system, we hope to cut
this time in half. Accuracy will also be increased."
At first both faculty and students did
not accept this new technology policy. They
felt tills new computerized system was demoralizing because it replaced their names
with numbers.
"While one may not think that the use
of a new computerized attendance system
is an infringement on his rights, it does reflect an attitude of dehumanization. It must
be stopped. Or else we all might become
simply numbers on a card," said student
Drew Oark in 1982.
A year later in 1983 computer technology seemed to be on the rise at DHS. The
introductory and advanced computer
courses had increased in popularity, and by
second semester there was a waiting list of
20 students to enter the course. According

SPORTS IN THE

to the guidance secretary, students also
invaded the guidance office to use the computers for career study and college information.
Because of this hunger for technology among students, the English Department and computer lab looked to purchase
more computers. English teacher Marcia
Kleinman and Fay Gage, head of the English Department, wrote to computer companies to acquire a pilot program to teach
students word processing. The faculty
looked in hopes to find a company that distributed microcomputers, which are self-contained and portable. This new form of word
processing would be a great leap for DHS
technology.
"It would allow students to compose,
view, edit, and print essays right on the
screen," said Kleinman.
Bajek, the computer club faculty advisor, requested 20 new computers. That year
they replaced the PDP 11/34 with the more
advanced and faster model the PDP 11/44.
"TIus thing flies compared to the old
computer. It has four times the memory
capacity. Last year when we had 20 people
on the computer, we were lucky if we got a
response in five minutes. With the new
system and even more jobs being done simultaneously the response time is between
10 to 15 seconds," said Beyer.
New technology was entering Darien
High School, and students and teachers
needed guidance to operate the computers. In the summer of 1984, Civale, along
with Crawford from the elementary school,
worked in association with National Computer Training Institute to teach teachers
how to use computers and write programs.
Civale and Crawford were two of200 NCTI
trainers across the country.
As the decade advanced corporations

like IBM and Apple were on the rise. Both
companies released a line of personal computers, which were entering schools, businesses, and homes at a rapid rate. In 1985
DHS had shown interest in the Apple lIe
and the ffiM PCjr. The lIe was the first Apple
computer that could type in both lower and
upper case. The PCjr contained the Intel
8086 processor, which was used in several
IBM models. Both computers had 64 kilobytes of RAM.
By 1986 room C-5 was ready to house
the 11 Apple fie computers that DHS had
purchased in 1985, along with one printer.
However, that year Darien High School was
named one of 90 National Computer Training Centers by the National Computer
Training Institute. As a reward the NCTI
donated 15 IBM PCjr computers and 15
printers to Darien High School. Because of
see COMPUTERS, page 19
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A computer survey taken by Neirad in 1985
polled students and teachers

1980'S: THE CHAMPIONS

GIRLS FIELD HOCKEY: State Champs, 1981,
1984
BOYS TENNIS: State Champs, 1980, 1982, 1983,
1985.1989
GIRLS X-COUNTRY: State Champs, 1986

BOYS SWIMMING: State Champs, 1987-88,
1989-90
BOYS TRACK: State Champs. 1982
GIRLS TRACK: State Champs, 1981, 1982

1980' s
Campus closed December 17, 1982
.By Chris Famighetti
Staff Writer

On December 17, 1982 at the Darien
High School, after pressure by parents and
the addition of the freshman class to the
high school, the school's open-campus
policy wa~ abolished by the Board ofEducation. This met resistance from students
and became a controversial issue at DHS
throughout the early eighties, but the
closed-campus policy at the high school
was still maintained. The Board refused to
open the issue again until March after they
had finished the annual school budget.
The Board also made the decision to
discontinue the open-ends policy that let
students arrive late or leave early if they
had frees during thefrrst or last periodsof
theday. This privilege was voted down
shortly after the open-campus. After voting in favor of the new closed-campus
policy, the Board required six teachers to
monitor the sign-in and had monitors guard
the parking lot until 2:30 PM. instead of
1:45 P.M.. With freshman entering the
school, and the claim of Board members
and parents that the school would be
stronger with a closed-campus, the closedcampus policy was enacted in the fall of
1983.
The Board of Education also made
several other changes to the campus policies of the high school. These changes
included: requiring 50% of the student
body to be present at class for all periods
and a sign-in for students assuring that
every student was present from 7:50 A.M.
to 2:30 PM. Other changes were made such
as dropping courses that fall below a minimum enrollment quota at registration time,
creating a new rotating schedule with seven
classes meeting everyday for 51 minutes,
and assigning all freshman and first semester sophomores to study halls in place

of open periods.
On March 30, 1983, just as the Board
had promised, they held a meeting to answer many of the students disagreements
with the new policy. In the April, 1983 issue
ofNierad, Board Member Pyhllis Chambers
was quoted as saying, "It's been a long
process of thinking about the high school
and its reorganization." Then she stated
that her personal vote against free periods
was influenced by "parents' views on what
they want for their children," and "students
answers on what they do during their free
periods."
Many of the Board members shared
similar views, board member Lucy Labson,
described the issue as a "philosophical kind
of question having to do with the commitment to the school on the part of every
student." Another Board member David
Barrett stated that it was difficult for him to
see the open-end system as a plus. "Why
are we encouraging people to leave when
on a national level many high school graduates," he asked, "are not able to achieve on
minimum academic levels'!"
Only a few board members voted in favor
of maintaining the open-ends policy: Charles
Andrews was quoted saying that the openends systemwas "a system thatin recent years
has been workable," and added, "the school
has contributed the development of students'
responsibility." Also, he stated that instead of
closing open-ends he would like to enforce
"stricter graduation requirements or higher
academic standards."
The policy implemented by the Board of
Education in 1983 is still in place with only a
few changes in policy, such as the free periods given to sophomores first semester. The
issue of open-ends still exists today, with a
push by the current class president of DHS,
Matt Merluzzi, to fight to get the privilege of
open ends back

,RS
rom paRe 18
Ihis. the AppleI' were moved to room C-6, and the ISMs were to occupy roam C-S.
Before the Apples were able to enterC-6 $1,200 in renovations on wiring and security
were made.

In the later part ofdecade the PCjrs were given to Middlesex Middle Scbool,
and DHS replaced them with the IBM 2S Network. The 2S Networks can still be
seen at DHS today.
Throughout the 1980's several students helped to make good use of the technology at Darien Higb School by working with faculty and students. These
people were l:ommended with the annual reward- DHS Computer System Management. Without these students. our technology would not be what it is today.
'1'hese guys were very instrumental in helping us IUD the computer system at
DHS. They put in an unbelievable amount hours." said Civale.

1980- Paul Wetmore, Sean Smith, Phil Hildebrand. and Mike Esposito etched their name in
the Guiness book of World Records for the time in 300 mile relay. Here are the four pictured
celebrating with champagne after the final lap was swam.

Swimmers break marathon record
• By Donald Tower
Fonner Staff Writer

After six days and 300 miles of nonstop swimming, it was finally over. A new
world record had been set in Darien by three
DHS students and a friend.
Seniors Paul Wetmore, Sean Smyth and
Phil Hildebrand and Mike Esposito, a junior at Fairfield Prep, began their attempt to
swim 300 miles in less than 168 hours for a
Guinness World Record on Tuesday after-

"WE WERE ALL SORE
AND TIRED, BUT
THERE WAS NO WAY
WE WERE GOING TO
STOP."
noon, November 30. They ended their quest
on December 1, finishing at 6:58 Sunday
evening.
The previous record of 300 miles is 168
hours, established in 1968 by six English
boys was sunk when the four Darien swimmers finished up at hour 123, beating the
old record by 45 hours. "Our original goal
was to finish in 150 hours," said Sean.
Each swirnrner had shifts of two-hours
in the water and six hours out. Originally
planning to average 280 laps per twQ-hour
shift, each boy kept a pace ofmore than 300
laps. Mike fell just short of a 400-lap shift
by swimming a fast 394 in one of his two-

hour shifts.
"We were all sore and tired, but there
was no way we were going to stop," said
Phil. Sean and Phil commented that their
shoulders were hurting the most, needing
several massages and heat and ice packs
throughout the last days to complete the
swim.
The poolside was lined with spectators and television cameras as the record
swim was about to become history. All four
swirnrners swam the last ten laps together.
As the four touched the wall for the last
time, the crowd cheered and champagne
was uncorked.
''We started off real strong. Then in
the middle it started to hurt. But during the
last days all the pain went away," Esposito
said.
Phil, Sean, Paul and Mike said they
were grateful for the help and encouragement they had from parents and ftiends.
''We would like to thank everyone involved
for helping us make it a record," they told

NeiraJ..
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Jeff Burt
Darien High School
Class of 1986

Nancy Herman, 1982

Neil Matthews, 1980

English Department

English Department

Dr. Jeff Bouvier, 1982
Rugby Player
Extrodinaire

1980' S

17 Years of Smoke

ABC Program Founded
Darien, ABC students on common ground
Staff editorial re-printed from November 25, 1980
It is already well-established that
Like the race between the tortoise and the hare, two different ani- students who graduate from this
mals working toward the sage goal, high school are goal oriented. The
the Darien High School students will motivation that is displayed in this
be joined next fall in their race to high school is continued to higher
succeed by eight students in "A forms of education. A six -year
Better Chance." The program is survey was recently released by the
for city minority students, offering Guidance Department on the Class
them an education in a highly reputable high school.
The race is toward the common
I
•
goal that the program's name implies, a better chance. Unlike the of 1974. Out of 371 graduates
race between the hare and the tor- from that class, 306 went on to contoise, however, this race is not stu- tinue their education. Out of those,
dents competing against each other about 240 earned their degrees
in life but rather together to succeed while 17 others are now completin life.
ing a doctoral degree.
The kids from the ABC program
The students who are applying
for the Darien ABC program are
highly qualified, competent students
"BOTH DARIEN HIGH
with the motivation to succeed that
SCHOOL STUDENTS
Darien High School graduates disAND ABC STUDENTS
play. The ABC students who will
WILLBEONA
participate in this program next fall
COMMOM GROUND,
have also displayed the ambition to
WITH MUTUAL REmake something oftheir lives. They
SPECT, WORKING
have shown their drive toward success, leaving thier homes and famiTODWARD THE SAME
lies to seek out the education this
GOAL: A BETTER
high school has to offer. This is a
CHANCE."
commitment to education that evhave different backgrounds from eryone at the high school is must
those ofDarien High School students, admire.
Both Darien High School stujust like the hare has a different origin
from the tortoise. However, the ABC dents will be working on a comstudents and DHS students are on teh mon ground, with mutual respect,
same ground: they're working to- working toward the same goal: a
better chance.
ward a better chance.

Mter nearly two decades of litigation against America's tobacco
companies NEIRAD has found that little has changed for DHS
smokers. While Phillip Morris and RJ Reynolds are now forced to
curb their advertising campaigns from influencing underaged
children to smoke, a recent DHS survey has shown that more kids
smoke today than in 1982. In fact, today fewer people acknowledge smoking to be a health hazard, after years of scholastic
education professing the dangers of smoking. In 1982, 97% of the
students polled noted that smoking was a health hazard, years
before the SURGEON GENERAL's WARNING was printed on
cigarette packages. Joe Camel may be extinct, and his creators
may be loosing class-action lawsuits, but young smokers live on in
as great a number as ever-compiled by Patrick Moore, Tim Pearson, and Deirdre O'Connor
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Options proposed for high school of 1990's
• By Ben Wattenmaker
Former Staff writer

Three marking periods per year.
Five periods per day, with the only free
time being lunch. Seventy minutes per
period. This could be the schedule at
DHS in the future.
Because the Darien Board of Education expects the high school's enrollment to dorp 33 per cent in six years,
they and the Faculty Council have begun discussion of preliminary proposals designed to compensate for the reduced student body.
Speaking of the task before the
Board, English Department Chairperson
Faye Gage said, "Innovative ways to
take advantage of our smallness will be
hard to find."
Five "skeletal ideas" have been
submitted by various groups, including
the Faculty Council, the Central Office,
and the Board of Education, for discussion on how best to save programs
which are certain to lose enrollment,
namely the vocational arts, business
and electives. ''I'm worned they will be
wiped out," said Mrs. Gage. "Option
number five," said Principal Vebna Saire,
"has both advantages and disadvan-

tages, as do all the options at this
point."
"One advantage is that it will save
programs andjobs. However, the schedule will be rough on everyone."
Other options include one in which
"all students take a sixth course each
year and that one semester of of each
year be devoted specifically to Critical
and Creative Thinking," according to
the working paper on the school of the

option, the report states.
Offered in option number four is a call
to "collapse the leveling (200, 300,400) feature, but reduce the average class size to
approximately twenty students," while maintaining "current courses including all but
the most undersubscribed electives."
Though work has been in progress
for over a year, discussion concerning the

New additions to school proposed

90s.
Within the same option, number one,
is a plan "to preserve courses which have
small enrollment. . .late afternoon classes,
and classes that meet every other day with
the teacher dealing with a different course
in four of the eight days."
A "Core Program for grades nine and
ten" and an "Elective Program in grades
eleven and twelve" is offered in option
two. Also, courses expected to be
undersubscribed would be offered, for a
nominal fee, in the SwnmerlEvening Leaming Program, open to students from neighboring school districts.
The SummerlEvening Learning Program offered in option two would "simply
be eliminated from the curnculum due to
lack of sufficient enrollment" in the third

implementation of a plan is still in its initial stage. According to Thomas Zawacki,
president of the Faculty Council, "There
are more questions than answers. Essentially, we are just beginning."
"Our target date for choosing a plan
is April," said Dr. Saire. "To some minor
degree, changes might be felt beginning
in the 1989 school year."

--,..
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The plans for the most recent addition to the High School. done by architect Howard Patterson.

Man on the run: 1986-1995
.By Jon Dunn
Editor-in-Chief

His name is synonymous with Darien.
The affluent poster boy high school wrestling
star who raped two girls, fled to Europe for ten
years while on the run from Interpool, and
returned to COlUlecticut to face more problems with the law has become a notorious media
figure. Alex Kelly's story has spawned a book,
cOl.mtless investigative television reports, and
even a made-for-TV movie.
But in the public commotion, almost all of
the media reports neglected to discuss the
impact ofthe incident on Darien High School.
"We were more in shock than anything
else. We were just waiting to see what happened," said Libby Rubin, Kelly's American
Literature teacher. 'The kids were a little nervous and scared. There was a sense of shock.
We [as a faculty] didn't really talk about it.
We just went on."
"It was a huge gossiping point. There
were the typical reactions. Surprise," said
Dr. Jeff Bouvier, English teacher and Kelly's
former wrestling coach.
After the incident, Principal Bruce Hall
met with the faculty. He encouraged them not
to speak to the press about either Kelly or the
incident. "We were asked notto talk about it,"
said Rubin.
"One thing Mr. Hall did very well about
this scandal, he made it clear we were not to
talk to the media," said Bouvier.
Bouvier was asked to be an advisor to
the team because the actual coach was very

Music of
Too 10 Albums

young during the 1985-86 season. The athletic department wanted an adult also present
in case there was a problem. "Alex was a natural wrestler. Very, very, good," said Bouvier.
'1 remember him giving a pep talk - he
would really get those kids psyched up.
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Alex Kelly (on the right) celebrates a wrestling
victory shortly before he fled to Europe.

Really effective. He had a charisma. He was
an excellent wrestler. But he would get a kid
in a hold and look to the bench to see if the
kids wanted to have him [Alex] pin him or
play with him and let him go," Bouvier said.
Elaine Fattibiene, who had Kelly as a
student during his freshman year, said, "It
was shame that he didn't work to his full
potential and charmel his energy in the right
direction."
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U2's Bono meets DRS students
lIBy Becca Oresman
Former Staff Writer

"Where are they?" Michele said.
''I'm sure they'll come from that direction," Melissa pointed.
'There's a limo!"
The small group of DHS students
craned their necks to see who was inside,
and they hoped.
"I'm gonna take a picture of the limo
and pretend that it's them. It's too far away
to tell anyway."
The shiny black limousine pulled
closer and one of the windows was rolled
down. The five fans, who it seemed had
waited forever, got a glimpse of Bono of
U2, with a thumbs up and a smile. The car
drove through the gates and into the arena.
So, they had seen him; and Adam
Clayton had been inside too. Was that his
wife? They discussed the possibility. One
fan wished she had taken a picture. Melissa got one, she hoped.
That was how it all began. First the
tickets to see U2 at the Meadowlands, then
the desire to see them. Really see them.
Three DHS students packed up the car and
as soon as the school bell rang were on
their way. Only five hours early for the
concert they joked. They arrived, turned
up the tunes and waited. There were three
buses already there and a few roadies were
hanging around. The Darien group made
friends with a roadie and two girls from New
Jersey who were also waiting. The roadie
told them that at 4:30 the band would arrive, so the five synchronized watches and
waited.
5:15 The limo pulled in. They were
cool, the didn't cry or jump on the car or
anything. Ten or eleven people had gathered by the gates of the back entrance and

gave the band a warm welcome. After the
limo holding two of the band members
drove through, they turned to wait for the
others. One fan's attention was drawn, however, to a figure clad in black walking slowly
toward the gate.
"Michelle, it's him!" she whispered
hoarsely and grabbed Michelle's arm. The
two ran to the gate and couldn't believe it.
Bono came and sat down on the wall as all
gathered around. Everyone was silent. ''I'm
feeling a bit under the weather." His voice
was low and raspy.
"How's your voice holding out?" someone asked.
"Not so good. I get about two hours
out of it now." Cameras clicked and questions were asked, autographs and old times
were shared. An Irish girl brought pictures
from another concert and he signed every
one that had him in it. A boy had him sign
his jean jacket that had been painted like
the Boy album.
One fan gave him a bottle of champagne, and Bono insisted they all drink it
right off. So the group passed cups around
and talked.
''This is a lot better than any soundcheck," Bono commented.
"We're having a barbecue, steak and
everything," someone chimed in.
"Steak, really? I could go for some
steak," Bono added.
So they went across the lot to where
the others were barbecuing.
Soon enough, however, his security
guard came running out and whisked him
away.
"Enjoy the show!" were Bono's last
words.
"Was that really him?" someone
asked.

TitlelArtist

TitlelArtist
I. We are tile Wnrld-USA for Africa

J. 77lriller-Michaet Jackson

... Ph)'sictl[-OUvia Newton-John

2. Bnm in the U.S.A-

',uJl('ss LoVeDiana Ross and [jonet Richie
the '1Iga-Survjvor
5. I Love Rock' n' Roll-loan lett

Broce Springsteen
. Dirty Dancillg-Soundtrack

4. Purple Rain- Prince
5. emr't Slow Down-Lionel Richie
. Whimey Houston-

Whitney Houston
7. Hysterio-DefLeppard

7.
8. Another O"e Bit('$ dr,

.ft-Queen

. Wild Thing-Tone Loc
/0. Islands ill tht: Stream-

Kenny Ro~ers and Dolly Parton

8. Slippery When Wet-Bon Jovi

9. Appetite for DestructionGuns N' Roses
10. 7114 Wall-Pink Floyd
U2 lead singer Bono takes time out before a concert to pose with senior Michelle McManus.
Michelle was one of three DHS students to meet Bono at the Meadowlands

1990' s
Air Force pilot makes Darien proud
• By Erik Ramos
StaffWriter

Thomas Joseph Donalds, former
DHS student from 1976-1977, has sp~nt
his post-high school years involved in
work that most Darien students have not
considered since the Vietnam War or
World War II. He is not a Pulitzer-Prize
winning poet, nor is he a Noble-Prize winning astrophysicist. Tom Donalds is a
navigator on an F-15E fighter plane for
the Air Force.
Having attended Ox Ridge School,
when it still accommodated grades K-6,
"Duck," as he is called, was raised a
Darienite. He attended to Middlesex Junior High School, and after completing his
sophomore year at Darien High School,
enrolled at Fairfield Prep, where he finished his high school career.
Attending Virginia Tech, where he
received his Bachelor's and Masters degrees in civil engineering, Donalds also
participated in the ROTC program and
received his commission as an 2nd Lieutenant. He embarked on his first assignment immediately after college as a member of the Air Force, the organization with
which he remains today. "I always wanted
to fly," said Donalds, who currently resides in North Carolina with his wife Tania
near Seymour Johnson Air Force Base.
Indeed, Donalds has had a comparably interesting career as a member of the
Air Force, maintaining posts in New

Mexico, California, Virginia, Arizona,
South Carolina, Texas, and England. The
most serious combat he has faced was
flying from Saudi Arabia during the Gulf
Crisis. Sent there on November 28, 1990,
later than the others at his base since he
had just converted to a new fighter jet

would assist in navigation, communications, and avoiding enemy defenses, or
as he put it- "Look for people shooting
at you".
Donalds' family has had a strong
impact on his success in the Air Force.
He has five brothers and sisters, one of
~
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Corpqral Tom Donalds surveys ordinance on the under-wing pylon of an F·! II Aardvark strike
bomber in a hardened concrete hanger.

that would be operable in the war, Donalds
was a navigator-a position nicknamed
"Whizzo" for Weapons System Officer
(WSO)-for the F-111 fighter. As a WSO
during the Gulf War, Donalds' primary
responsibility was to find his assigned
target, using radar and infrared sensors,
and illuminate it with a laser so the bombs
would score a direct hit. In addition, he

which is older by 22 months, Bill, and four
that are younger, Susan, Margie, Kevin
and Jen, of which all but Kevin graduated from DHS. "He's always had a passion for whatever he does," said his
mother, Barbara Donalds. "Tom never put
a concern about his safety at the high
point of the scale, having a big brother to
try and keep up with. He was always a

daredevil kind of kid." Today, he bears
scars on his knees from rough play with
his brother, Bill,
As a young kid, Donalds participated
in the Darien Youth Hockey League as a
defenseman, and he was a catcher in Little
League. He was always drawn to engineering and making things out of scraps
of metal and wood. This physical art was
coupled with his musical talent as a saxophonist in high school under music director Keith Shawgo, and Donalds continued to play saxophone for the Virginia
Tech marching band.
Rough play with Bill is a small-scale
comparison to the combat that Donalds
commonly participates in as Weapons
System Officer on an F 15-E fighter plane.
"I was bombing Iraq last week," said
Donalds, who was recently stationed in
Turkey for his seventh time to monitor
the U.N. sanctioned No-Fly Zone over
Northern Iraq.
One might wonder where Donalds
got his inspiration to join the Air Force,
and the answer lies both in his character
and in the people who influenced him
during his childhood. One influence was
his uncle, also a member of the Air Force.
Another was math teacher Patrick
Colburn, who also served in the National
Guard and taught geometry to Donalds
at Middlesex. "I had a lot of respect for
him," said Donalds.
Donalds' missions are thrilling executions of his childhood dreams of flying.
see DONALDS, page 25

School violence plagues the 1990's
• By Nisma Baig
StaffWrtier

October 1, 1997- A 16 year-old boy
in Pearl, Mississippi, killed his mother at
home, then went to his high school and
shot nine students. Two died. He was
sentenced to life in prison.
December 1, 1997 - Three students
were killed and five others were
wounded in a hallway at Heath High
.. ,..
~;.
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A Columbine student in shock

School in West Paducah, Kentucky. A
14 year-old student pleaded guilty for
the shootings, and was sentenced to
life in prison.
March 24, 1998- Four girls and a
teacher were shot and killed, and ten
people were wounded after two boys,
aged 11 and 13, pulled a false fire alarm
at a middle school in Jonesboro, Arkansas, and then opened fire from the

woods outside the school. They will be
held until age twenty-one.
April 24, 1998- A science teacher in
Edinboro, Pennsylvania, was shot and
killed in front of eighth grade students.
A 14 year-old awaits trial and sentencing.
May 19, 1998- An 18 year-old student opened fire in a parking lot at a high
school in Fayetteville, Tennessee, killing
a classmate who was dating his ex-girlfriend. He is awaiting trial.
May 21, 1998- Two teenagers were
killed and more than 20 people were hurt
when a 15 year-old boy allegedly opened
fire at a high school in Springfield, Oregon. His parents were also found shot
in their home. He is awaiting trial.
April 20, 1999- Two students at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colo.,
killed 12 students and a teacher and
wounded 23 before killing themselves.
Will high school in the nineties be
remembered for these acts of extreme violence? Are teenagers in this generation
more violent then other generations?
Why are students forced to live in fear
of their peers? No previous generation
had to deal with such feelings, so why
does this one?
Even though the most tragic incidents of school violence have occurred
far from Darien, some recent minor incidents show that no school is immune
to violence. There was a bomb threat
at Norwalk High School in September.
Two students were arrested in Stamford
for bringing replicas of guns to school.
In Darien, a woman walked into Holmes
School and assaulted three students.
Three New Canaan students face assault charges over their alleged roles in
a beating last summer.
As we debate who is to blame for

school violence (violent video games,
declining morality, fragmented families),
schools have been forced to take immediate action. Metal detectors have been
installed. Security guards hired. Backpacks banned. Teachers are asked to
report violent language in student journals.

fears. Students and faculty took that
opportunity to openly discuss their fears
and to apologize for making some people
feel isolated at DHS. The Students-forStudents group will attempt to keep this
conversation going and bring our school
community closer together.
The speakers in our Millennium

Two students of Columbine High School grieve after their school became a target of school
violence last April

At Darien High School, the changes
are not as severe, but are noticeable. The
parking system was revised to help decrease traffic, but also to keep track of
who is in the school. Visitors must now
wear passes and sign in at the front desk.
Even though there are many entrances to
the school, signs are posted directing visitors to the front office.
Aside from building security, schools
are also trying to improve the sense of
community within their walls. At DHS,
new programs such as Students-for-Students, have been established so students
can talk to each other about problems and

Speaker Series have attempted to encourage discussions about our ethical and
moral obligations as we move into the new
century. With messages ranging from
"Life's a Gift, Don't Trash It" to "Dare to
Fail" the speakers have emphasized that
individuals have a responsibility to create positive change in their communities.
With school violence added to teenagers' fears, we will need to strengthen
our community in order to prevent these
tragedies in the next century. We must
be the generation that stops school violence.

1990' s
"No means no."
.By Tracy Lynch
Business Manager

Teenagers are faced with many everyday problems such as parents, friends,
and school. But there are also deeper
problems that aren't talked about quite
as much. In the early 90's, one of these
problems came to the forefront in Darien
-- date violence.
While looking through some old
NEIRADs, I was surprised to fmd the large
amount of coverage on the topic. Students were obviously concerned and affected in some way by the issue. But, in
less than a decade, the problem has
seemed to become less prominent.
Date violence can take on a number
of forms: verbal harassment, non-verbal
harassment, and physical harassment.
Verbal harassment involves speaking or
writing words that are sexually offensive
to another, including comments based on
sex, physical appearance, or sexual identity.
Non-verbal harassment includes actions or making sounds that are sexually
offensive to another, such as obscene
gestures, displaying suggestive or obscene pictures, or staring. Physical harassment produces or threatens physical
contact or harm, including touching, or
pinching. Rape is defined as forced sexual

Date rape in the early 90s

contact. Date rape, however, is defined
as forced sexual contact between two acquaintances.
In the June 1993 issue of the
NEIRAD, an article on date rape presented
the results of a recent poll conducted
within the high school. 59% of the fe-

Today, 1 in 3 girls before the age of
18 will be sexually assaulted (includes
rape and incest). 1 in 5 boys before the
age of 18 will also be assaulted.
An angry male student in the May
1991 issue wrote a letter to the editor complaining about the lack of compassion
towards men. He claims that teenage
boys just make mistakes, it's nothing more
than that. "Much of the problem seems
not to be sexual harassment but rather
plain rudeness and lack of manners and
respect," claims the student.
But why then was it such a big issue
for these teens if it were nothing more than
"flirting that went a little too far?"
Perhaps the reason for such a big concern was the lack of information. In the '93
article, three different students were quoted
as saying, respectively, "There are a lot of
prudish girls out there and there is a fme
line between rape and normal behavior,"
and "I think girls can take date rape too far,"
and "It only happens at college or later in
life." These misconceptions made many
young women, and some young men, fearful to go to school and other social situations where a potential attacker might be.
In an October 1990 issue, the article on
rape stated, "Acquaintance rape is a power
issue. It's a question of the man overpowering the woman. This the underlying issue in all kinds of rape." The article also
said that a woman's chance of being raped

males polled responded that they had
been in some situation where date rape
had been present. 2% were unsure, and
the rest responded that they had not.
However, only 38% of the men polled
responded that they had been affected
by date rape, 12% were unsure, and the
rest had not been affected at all.

Ii Things don't change.....
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REPRINTED FROM THE OCTOBER 1993 ISSUE OF NEIRAD
• By Craig LeMoult
Opinion Editor -- 1993
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by someone they know is four times greater
than that of being raped by a stranger. This
ratio remains the same today.
With the issue of rape on the DHS
community's mind, the ' 93 article contains
information on what to do and where to go
to get help.
The article states that if one has been
raped, the first thing to do is to realize it
wasn't their fault. After being raped, one
probably feels a combination of "confusion, guilt, anger, fear and denial, but [they
must] remember that all of these reactions
are natural."
Then, the article tells victims to find
someone to trust and attempt to work
through the feelings with that person. Also,
take the initiative to go to the hospital or
seek help immediately. Later, try and talk to
a counselor or a rape crisis center. In '93,
there were 13 rape centers ready to help
rape victims. Today, there are 8 regional
centers that cover every town and city in
the state of Connecticut.
For questions concerning sexual assault, contact Beverly Salsman, Director of
the Rape and Sexual Abuse Crisis Center in
Stamford, or Ginnette Berrios, Director of
Community Education, at 348-9346.
For further information or help, contact INFOLINE at 1-800-203-1234 or the Teen
Crisis Service at 323-9797. Also, there are
numerous counselors available within the
school ready to help.
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A proposed new policy called "Conditional Senior Privilege is being considered
by the Student Government, faculty, administration, parents, and Board of Education
members. Under this plan, Darien High
School seniors wouldj be permitted to leave
campus early or come to school late if they
did not have a class the first of last period
of the day. According to the proposal, seniors would only be allowed this privliege if
they had been given parental permission
and had met other criteria such as attendance, arnintaining a certain grade point average and proper classroom behavior. It
has been suggested that Codntional Senior Privilege should be an incentive for
seniors to do well in school.
Unlike the previously cancelled "Open
Ends" plan, this proposal would allow only
senrios to leave cmapus, and would
prabably only be applicable to individuals
with free periods during the first or last time
slot of the day. Student Govemment President, Fritz Fitzpatrick stressed the fact that
his plan would not means that every senior
could eleave schoole arly or comet 0 schoo
late every day, and commented that the average student would be able to take advantage of this privilege only once or twice in
an eight day cycle.
Board of Education member, Janice
Rehlaender commented that for the Board
to consider the proposal, a recommendation must comefrom the Darien High School
Administration. Follwing such a recommendation, the board would then discuss the
benefits and drawbacks of such a plan.
DHS Principal Bruce Hall voiced his

support for the plan, commenting, "It think
people who are seniors desrve the right to
be responsible for their own time." Dean of
Students and history teacher Tony Pavia
agreed, "After studying what alot of other
schools do, yes, I'd be in favor of a conditional Senior Privilege."
A study of how other schools in
Fairfield County have handled the issue of
an open campus has shows that the vast
majority of surrounding schools do have a
program similar to the proposed Senior Privilege. In fact, the DRS plan is considered
more moderate than others because of its
liimitation of open campus to seniors with
free periods the first or last periods of the
day. Fritz commented, "I think it's interesting that schools like New Canaan, Greenwich, Wilton, and Fairfield, which are town
names that have come up a lot in recent
discussions about academics and quality
issues in the high school, have an open
end."
No plan for Conditional Senior Privilege is definite yet, but support for the plan
seems widespread. "Conditional Senior
Privilege is just an idea, nothing more," commented Fritz. "I think the next step is to
form a committee composed of the vaiorus
groups oin the school to disucss individual
concerns and act upon them. Whatever it
takes to satisfy the community's needs and
desires, we're open to discussing."

Editors Note: At the time of this
publishing, six years after the writing
of the above article, DRS seniors are
still to be seen sitting around in their
frees at the start and end of the day.
Open Ends are still not to be found.

1990' s
AND THE OSCAR

A musical inquiry

GOES TO••••

The sounds of the decade
• By J.J. Saur
StajfWriter

Rap, alternative, grunge. Along with
popularizing these styles of music, the
90's have also brought improved sound
and technology into the music world.
With digital recording technology in
their hands, consumers were given the
ability to make tape and CD mixes of
their favorite songs. With this in mind,
I've made a mix of songs from the
twenty most influential bands of the
nineties.
Since there have been numerous
styles of music that have come and gone
in the nineties, thus making it difficult
to categorize each band, I divided the
styles into three different classes: loud
sounds, soft sounds, and rap.
Total album sales suggest the most
popular style of music in the nineties
has been the loud sounds of hard rock
and heavy metal. Bands such as Guns
'n Roses, Metallica, and Aerosmith
'come to mind immediately when mentioning these styles. The first band represented on the mix will be Guns 'n
Roses, who were near the height of their
popularity when the nineties began.
Their hit song "November Rain", often
compared to Led Zeppelin's immortal
"Stairway to Heaven", will be the first
song on the mix. Metallica was already

song "Losing My Religion" is a former
number one radio hit. This earns it the
eighth and final spot on the mix from
this music category.
The next style of music that has
been popular in the nineties is rap.
Based on album sales and airplay, one
could make a strong case that rap is the
current most popular style in the U.S.
In order to understand how it got to be
where it is today we must look back at···
some of the most influential people who
have revolutionized the rap industry.
The first name that comes to mind is
the Beastie Boys. They got their start
by opening for Madonna back in the
mid-eighties, and they haven't slowed
down since. Their song "Sabotage" has
been one of their most popular in the

A

on the mix. One British rock group that
has made a name for themselves in the
U.S. during the nineties is Oasis. Frequently compared to the Beatles, their
album Whats the Story, Morning Glory?
was an instant hit in the U.S. "Champagne Supernova" attracted the most
attention in the U.S. market, earning it
the fifteenth spot. The most popular
band of the present day in terms of
ticket sales is the Dave Matthews Band.
Their song "Ants Marching" first
brought them into the national spotlight,
and from there the group's popularity
has only grown bigger. So this song
gets the sixteenth place on the mix.
Third Eye Blind had a seemingly endless number of hit songs off of their
self-titled album, elevating them to one

my Award win
the '90s
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Best Actor
Jeremy Irons, Reversal of
rtlme, 1990
Anthony HOrkins, Silen iff,
mbs, 199
Al Pacino. Scent ofa Woman,
1992
Tom Hanks, Phi/adelphia, 1993
Tom Hanks, Forrest Gump,

1994

ving s
Vegas, 1995
§ Geoffrey Rush, Shine, 1996
Jack Nicholson, As Good as it
Gets. 1997
Roberto Benign~ Life is Bealltiful,1998
~

Nicolas Cage,

~

Best Actress
Kathy Bates, iserv, 199O
Jodie Foster.
Silence ofth
WS, 1991
Emma Thompson. Howards

Pearl Jam

.. nineties, earning them the ninth spot. of the nation's premiere bands. Their
~ In the early nineties New Kids on the
original radio hit, "Semi-Charmed Life",
" 199o
§ Block were teen idols that took the rap earns the seventeenth spot on the list.
Holly
Hunter, Tile Pia1Jo, 1993
'.!\ world by storm. When 1990 rolled
Live, a band that supports almost as
Jessica
Lange, BIIU' Sky, 1994
~ around, they had 3 albums on the bill- many causes as U2, has also been an
Susan
Sarandon.
Dead Man
~ board top 100. Their song "Step by influential name in the music world.
Walking.
1995
~ Step" was their most popular of the Their song "Lightning Crashes" is the
Frances McDormand
1'80
~ nineties, receiving the tenth spot on the most widely known song off of their hit
1
list. Another rap legend who has since CD Throwing Copper, placing it eighHelen Hunt, As
as it
retired from his rapping days is M.e.
~ Gets. 1997
C
Hammer. Although gone, he is not for8 Gwyneth Paltrow. Shakespea
The Spice Girls
gotten. W ho could forget the heavy
in Love. 1998
on the scene as well when the nineties gold chains he adorned around his neck,
-<
rolled around, attracting large crowds or the black sunglasses he used to
~
for all of their shows. They are one of shade his eyes? His song "Can't Touch
~ Best SyPJlOrtini: Actor
§ Joe Pesci, Good Fellas. 1990
the few bands that have remained popu- This" is the eleventh song on the mix.
lar throughout the decade. The song .When mentioning rap there is no way
Jack PaJance. City Slickers,
"Enter Sandman" was one of the most ' to ignore Coolio, the man most current
1991
Gene Hackman, Unforgiven,
popular, thus filling the second spot on rappers have modeled themselves af1992
the list. The Red Hot Chili Peppers have ter. His number one hit single "Gansta's
Tommy Lee Jones.
been another mainstay in the nineties. Paradise" takes the twelfth spot. Dr.
tive, 1993
Their radio hit "Under the Bridge" de- Dre has also been influential to other
Martin
Landau. Ed Wood, 1994
mands the third spot on the mix. Nir- young rappers as Coolio has, and his
Axl Rose. Guns N' Roses
Kevin
Spa~y.
The Usual
vana, the grunge band from Seattle
album The Chronic is one of the best
Suspects.
1995
revolutionized a whole style in the earl; selling rap albums ever. His song "Ain't teenth on the mix. Counting Crows,
Cuba Gooding, Jr., Jerry
nineties. "Smells like Teen Spirit", their Nuttin' But a G Thang" takes the thir- with the unmistakable singing voice of
'aguire, 199fi
most popular song,
which was also
~ Adam Duritz, have also made a mark in
.
0
Robin Williams, Good Will
voted by MTV viewers
to be the best
C
...
<J the modern rock industry. Their song
Hunting, 1997
music video ever made, receives the
g "Mr. Jones" takes the nineteenth spot
J
ames Coburn. Affliction, 1998
'ffi" on the mix. Lastly, Collective Soul.
fourth spot on the mix. Following
Nirvana's lead, Bush took center stage
~ Once dubbed a one-hit wonder, they
on the grunge scene in the mid-nineties
~ have released four platinum albums
Best Sypportinl: Actress
after Kurt Cobain's tragic suicide. Their
~ in the last six years. Their original Whoopi Goldberg. Ghost, 1990
crowd-pumper "Machinehead" gets the
hit "Shine" takes the final spot on the
Mercedes Ruehl, The Fisher
fifth spot. Next comes Aerosmith, one
mix.
King, 1991
The nineties have been nothing
of the premier bands from the sevenMarisa Tomei, Mv Cousin
Vinflv. 1992
.
less than a decade of diversified brilties, stole the hard rock scene for a time
liance in music. With new styles conin the mid-nineties when they released
Anna Paquin, The PiaIW, 1993
stantly originating and becoming
Get a Grip. The song "Crazy" made its Nirvana
Dianne Wiest, Bullets Over
Broadway. 1994
popular, as well as sound and recordmark, and receives the number six spot. teenth spot on the list.
Mira Sorvino. Mighty
Another popular band from the early
The final category of music is the ing technology improving, the nineAphrodite.
1995
nineties that has recently made a re-en- soft sounds of modern rock, pop, and ties have brought about many
Juliette
Binoche,
nlIlish
try into the modern rock world is Pearl country. Garth Brooks has been the changes in the music world. As the
Patient, 1996
Jam. Their song "Jeremy" has remained most popular in album sales, selling the year 2000 approaches and we look
'1l[uumKim Basinger, L.
the band's most notable song through- third highest total in music history be- back at the revolutionary changes in
tial,1997
out the nineties, taking the seventh spot hind the Beatles and Led Zeppelin. the nineties, we can only wonder
Judi Deneh, Shakespeare in
on the mix. The final hard rock band on "The Dance" has remained one of his what's in store for us in the new
ve, 1998
the mix would have to be R.E.M., whose hit songs, earning the fourteenth spot millenium.
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1990' s
Darien's Teen Center
The birth of the Depot
.By Deirdre O'Connor
Staff Writer

Though the Depot may not seem to
be the coolest place to be on weekends
in 1999, nine years ago it certainly was.
So fortunate are we, the teenagers of
Darien, to have a facility like the Depot
to go to whenever we just want to hang

Noroton Heights Railroad station and
planned to knock it down. When some
students heard about this plan to create more parking spaces for commuters, they immediately protested. They
petitioned the town to instead renovate
the depot into a teen center.
In the fall of 1989, more than 50 students were signed up to be on the De-

Students outside the depot. soon after its opening in 1990

out. Towns around us struggle with pot Committee. These teenagers worked
the image of a "Depot" for their own with parents who were on the adult
high school students. So far, only a board to renovate the old Noroton
few have been lucky. But for Darien, Heights Train Station which was also
the Post 53 headquarters. The renovathe dream came true in July of 1990.
TheDepot was no more than an idea tion costed $250,000. Students joined
in the mid 1980's, when many students the building committee, headed by cargot together and expressed their need penter Don Sibilio, and worked as
for an alcohol and drug-free gathering handymen to work through the old
place for teens. Over the next few years, building. On weekends, students have
more than $290,000 was raised by the signed up to work alongside of the proefforts of students and parents. High fessional carpenters with a hammers in
school parents held a fundraiser called hand. The old garage then became a
"Depot Dancing," where couples could dance floor. The far end of the building
attend a gala at the Stamford was constructed into a lounge room for
Sheraton.for $200. The event raised couches and a TV.
over $80,000.
After much delay and postponed
Students sold t-shirts at the Wel- openings, the Depot succesfully pre.come Back Picnic and in the intersec- miered in July of 1990. On any given
tion during school. The Junior Class Friday or Saturday night, 300 to 400
collected all the soda cans in :school Darien teenagers passed through the
and donated them to the Depot. 250 to Depot. A supervision director, Alicia
300 cans a week contributed at least $15 Sillars, was chosen in May of 1990.
to the fund a week. However, the maOver the years the Depot has projority of the money came through sup- vided a variety of events for high
port from the town and private contribu- school students of Darien to participate
tors.
in, of the most popular Pudding WresBesides fundraising efforts, an- tling, Pie Eating, and Singled Out. As
other concern was a location for the the Depot now awaits its tenth anniverteen center. When Post 53 planned to sary this July, it continues to live up to its
move across the train tracks to a new mission statement of providing a drug and
location, the town looked at the old alcohol free environment for teens.

SPORTS IN

THE 1990's: THE CHAMPIONS

Girls' Swimming: State Champions. 19911993.
Boys' Swimming: State Champions, 1990,
1992. 1998.
Girls' Tennis: State Champions, 1990, 1993
1995-1998.
Boys' Tennis: State Champions, 1994-1996
1998.

Girls' Gymnastics: State Champions, 1999.
Football: State Champions, 1992, 1996.
Boys' Lacrosse: State Champions. 1997.
Volleyball: State Champions, 1993-1996,
1998. 1999.
Girls' Lacrosse: State Champions. 19961999.
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Darien Scout Cabin: fifty years of serving the community
• By Joe Breitweiser
StaffWrite r

The Andrew Shaw Memorial
Scout Cabin, originally referred to as the
"scout cabin", has been serving the needs
of scouts and others since 1926.
The cabin's history began on October 30, 1926 when Andrew Shaw donated
the property which the cabin is located. The
cabin was soon built, and it consisted of
only one large room, with a fueplace, gas
lamps, and an outhouse. The cabin was
formally dedicated on Saturday, November
27,1926.
The scout troop began to grow
and the scout cabin needed an addition.
There was a bold proposal to add a second
floor to the cabin, but unfortunately due to
the fact that it was in the height of the Great
Depression, the required ten thousand dollars could not be raised. Therefore a more
modest addition was added in the back of
the cabin. Along with the addition in 1936,
indoor plumbing was added so that the outhouse was no longer needed.
In 1940 another addition was
added to the scout cabin. After a nine hundred dollar donation, and numerous materials donated by Ring's End, scouts and their
fathers added a back room to hold the growing scout population and a furnace, to provide more heat than the fireplace which
heated the building in the past.
Over the course of the years the
cabin was used for various troop activities,

including their annual tag sale, but soon the
cabin began to deteriorate. Beingdirectly next
to a stream, the cabin was often flooded, causing the floors to become saturated and weak
in many areas. This caused the cabin to be
unsafe, so troop meetings and activities, except for the annual tag sale which remained at
the cabin, took place at the Noroton Presbyterian Church located on the Post Road. After
many years ofusing the Church facilities scoutmaster John Hanks, and many others involved
in local scouting decided that they should have
there own cabin for troop activities again.
Unfortunately for the troop, the
cabin was in such poor condition that it would
cost more to repair the damage than to tear the
cabin down and build a new one. In June of
1998, the original cabin was knocked down to
allow the new cabin to be built. The problem
with the new cabin was raising money. The
scouts needed a lot of money and so they
asked for private and corporate donations, they
soldbricks (to be put in adonor walkway), and
raised a lot ofmoney at their annual tag sale in
order to reach their lofty goal. Although the
full funds have not been received, fund raising is still in progress and the scouts hope to
reach their goal soon.
For almost six months the new
cabin was being built, but on December 14,
1999 after many months of work by many
individuals, the new cabin was officially
opened. In January of 1999, there was the
first open house where the public could
see what the new cabin looked like. The
opening however did not take place until

Some things never
change ...
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November 20 of this year, because they
wanted to wait and make it close to the date
of the opening of the original scout cabin
(November 27).
The new cabin boasts a main auditorium so spacious that the entire old
scout cabin could fit in it. The new cabin
also has an upstairs, a heating system, air
conditioning system, one office, and two
small rooms for meetings. A fence was
added to the outside, a fenced in area was
put in back, an activity board was put in
front, and there are plans in the works to
make the upstairs a recreation room. On
November 20, the brick walkway, with the
names of those who donated on bricks, was
unveiled.
After two renovations, severe water damage, being tom down, and built all
over again, the Andrew Shaw Memorial
Scout cabin has become a landmark in the
town of Darien. It has served the needs of
scouts for 73 years, and hopefully will continue to serve the needs of scouts in Darien
well into the second millennium.

NOW
December 1999
BFF abb.-Best Friends
Forever
Blatantly adj.-obvious
the Bomb adj.-the best,
superior to everything else
Boot v.-rejected
Booty n.-reference to the
"behind"
Botch v. or n.-cancel, unsuccessful event
Budget adj.--cheap, poor
Cheesy v.-extremely corny
Deadly adj.-beyond description
DL abb.-Down Low, not
public
Fat piece n.-big hook-up
Heinous adj.-gross, unattractive
Ish n.-untrue statements:
"Are you talking ish?"
It's kicked phrase-it's done,
it's over
Just kidding phrase-just
fooling around: "My
boyfriend's really hot. Just
kidding."
Let's blow this popsicle stand
phrase-let's leave
Like it's my job phrase-you
deserve to be paid because you
have do it so badly

Money adj.-awesome
'Ner V.-to reject, no way
No joke phrase-no way
Scrub n.-slacker
Scummy adj.-dirty, unappealmg
Sketch adj.-random, weird,
shady
Sweet adj.-sarcastically cool:
"Yeah that's pretty sweet."
Tank n.-big behind
Trashy adj.-not clean, unacceptable
You're done phrase-stop, it's
over
Ace V.-to receive a grade of A
Bag V.-to deliberately miss an

THEN
Decemher 1980
assignment or class
Blow chow V.-to vomit, to be
offensive: "That blows chow."
Book v.-to leave, part, usually
in a hurry
Bummer n.-disappointment, a
drag: "What a bummer."
Cake adj.-easy, no sweat
Check it out phrase--come look
Crank V.-to tum up music,
increase the decibels
Cruise V.-to go, get moving
Flag v.-to fail an assignment or
test: "Well, Ijust flagged that
test. .. "
For sure phrase-an affirmation

of the facts
Later adv.-used alone to
express farewell
Let's make this place past tense
phrase-let's leave
Like adv.-used before a
sentence: "Like here comes a
sentence."
Mystery meat n.-any breaded
meat dish offered in DHS
cafeteria
Outrageous adj.-good, ok,
not too bad
Pits, the n.-depressing,
terrible: "That's the pits."
Psyched adj.-extremely
excited: "My parents are going
out."
Rag V.-to tattle
Rents n.-parents: "I'm sorry,
I didn't know they were your
rents !"
Relate v.-a mutual feeling
Space V.-to miss class or a
test
Talk to ralph v.-throw up:
"He's talking to Ralph."
Really adv.-used alone to
express agreement
Tunes n.-music of fine
quality, the Doors
Wasted adj.-incoherent,
passed out
- compiled by Deirdre O'Connor
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Past, Present
& Future
Superintendent of Schools speaks out

Facing the future

State of the high school Looking towards the Millennium
• By Darrell Lund

.By Bruce Hall

Superintendent ofSchools

Darien High School has a
current enrollment (as of Oct. 1) of
769 students. By 2005-2006 that
number is projected to grow to
between 1096 and 1149. By20092010 the low-end projection is for
1298 students, the high-end projection for 1400.
The school district is in the
midst of studying high school
space requirements in response to

BY JANUARY 2000,
THE BOARD OF
EDUCATION WILL
HAVE RECEIVED
THREE SIGNIFICANT REPORTS.
anticipated enrollment increases,
current infrastructure conditions,
and in terms of the nature of
spaces needed to fully support
current and likely future instructional and extra-curricular programs. Our primary objective is to
clearly define the basic structural
space needs, and how we may
design a facility that satisfies those
needs, is highly functional, is a
welcoming place in which to learn
and teach, and is a valued resource
for the whole community.
By January 2000, the Board

Principal

Superintendent Darrell Lund

of Education will have received
three significant reports: (1)
BaseLine Data Study, (2) infrastructure Report, and (3) Future
(Vision) Committee Study. Together, these reports will allow us
to establish some clear understandings about what we will
need just to accommodate our
growing enrollment, the current
condition of high school facilities,
and what kind of spaces we require to serve well future generations of Darien students and the
whole community.
We expect that the Board of
Education will, by June 2000,
make fundamental decisions
about what high school facilities
are needed and take those actions
that will, we hope, result in the
Town ofDarien making a commitment before the end of the year
2000 to what it is prepared to finance and construct.
December 9, 1999

In 1964, when tiraduated from DHS!t~rld
had not yet stepped into the
"60s" as we now know them.
It still was an innocent time,
much like the TV show
Happy Days. Here at the
high school boys were not
allowed to wear blue jeans
and the girls were not allowed to wear slacks, In
fact, as I remember it, the
hem of their skirts had to
touch the floor in a kneeling
position. Cars were still
simple enough mechanically
to "soup up" and we spent
a lot of our time cruising
back and forth from Weed
Beach to the Tastee Freeze
on idyllic summer nights
looking for something to do.
In 1984, when I returned
to the high school as the assistant plincipal, it felt like a
whole lifetime had passed
by in the brief span of
twenty years. Fortunately,
as a college student in Boston and an enlisted man in
Southeast Asia, I had been
intimately connected to the
tumultuous times and did
not feel like a stranger in a
strange land. But suddenly,
somehow, I had become an

adult, that odd species - over
30 - who my generation swore
never to trust. I had moved
from a relatively naIve innocence to "life tested" experience, from youthful idealism to
practical reality, and now it was
my tum to see if I could do any
better than the generations that
preceded me. What an awakening!
In spite of it all, however, I
never did quite relinquish that
youthful idealism, that belief
that the world could be a better place. As we step into the
21 51 century, my hope is that we
will be able to take the lessons
of the past, many of which were
painfully difficult for us to
learn, and not take the same
misstep twice. That together
we can truly become a more
accepting, loving and compassionate world.
In a recent interview, the
exiled Dalai Lama of Tibet was
asked five questions to consider as we move into the new
millennium.
How do we address
the widening gap between the
rich and the poor?
How do we protect
the earth?
How doe we educate
our children?
How do we help oppressed nations and peoples of

Principal Bruce Hall

the world?
How do we bring
spirituality, or a deep caring
for one another, to all disciplines of modern life?
In responding, he said
that all five questions come
under the last one. If we have
true compassion in our hearts,
our children will be educated
wisely, we will care for the
earth, those who "have not"
will be cared for and those
who would oppress will oppress no longer. He was then
asked, "Do you think the expression of love for one another on the planet is increasing or staying the same?" His
response: "My experience
leads me to believe that love
IS increasing."
From me to you -just put
a little love in you heart... -

December 22, 1999

And finally...
y&Sam

Neirad duo Bobby and Sam eagerly await the Millennium
Sam: Hey Bobby, how has
your vacation been treating
you?
Bobby: Like an illegitimate
son.
S: I am trul y sorry to hear
that. What causes this illegitimacy?
B: All I am able to concentrate is this whole year 2000
thing! What's going to happen? Many astronomers,
philosophers, prophets,
and theologians think
some catastrophe will
strike. Perhaps, even,
Armageddon-the end
of the world as we
know it.
S: Well, I have
heard all the hoopla
too, but I have quite
different approach t
it. I just laugh at the
predictions because I
am more intelligent than all of
them combined. Only I know
the true meaning of life, and
when the Earth will meet its
untimely demise. Do not be
afraid, there is nothing to fear.
S: Yes, but nonetheless,
before the clock strikes 12 on
New Year's Eve, I would like to
have something to prove that I
am a good soul. That way, my
mind will be set at ease.

S: That is very noble of
you. Have you any ideas on
how to purify your soul?
B: Well no, but I have
been trying to come up with
some New Year's Resolutions
for the Armageddon That is to
Come Forth and Consume Us
All.

In fact, I wish the plague upon
you. That is my new resolution: to make sure you succumb
to the plague. How's that for
generosity?
B: So YOU are the one who
will bring forth the Armageddon! I will do all that is within
my power to put an end to your
madness, and save the world!
S: Curses, my plan has
been ruined. But I

S: I see. Yes, I have been
coming up with some resolutions myself. I figure everybody can improve somehow,
no matter how perfect they may
be. My first resolution is to
stop thinking about someone's
sister.
B: And my first resolution
is to take you off of my hit list.
S: You know what, I hope
you have a horrible vacation.

will have my revenge, you'll
see. They said I was crazy.
Well, they were right! Ha ha!
B: What plans!?
B: ... wait, could you hold
off for one second. I really
have to go to the bathroom!
Sam's Brain: Hmm, I really
like what Bobby has done with
his room. Those curtains and
that rug are both divine. Job
well done.

B: .. woops .. I'd better
flush ...
(Flushing sound, followed
by clatter of door)
B: Sam! Hey! Help! I
can't get out of the bathroom!
S: What the devil is wrong
with this kid. Hold on, let me
get the ax... 1' m coming!
B: Hurry! Ithink the toilet
is starting to overflow!
S: This thing is
really heavy. Who
ever thought a
battle ax could
weigh so much?

of injury?
B: No, but my pants are
wet.
S: Can you make it
through the door, or should I
slide a towel through first?
B: You broke the door
open with an ax
S: Well, I suppose I did. It
appears that my work here is
done. Till we meet again.
B: No, wait, it is only 10
seconds until midnight. Don't
you want to count down?
S: Yes, I would like to
count down.
Perhaps we
will both experience a holiday miracle if
we count together. Are
you with me?
S & B:
109.8.7.6.5..432.L
B: Happy New Year! Well,
Okay, back away from the door.
B: What? I can't hear it looks like everything that we
and the rest of the world had
you! ......OW!
feared all along did not come
S: What was that?
B: You hit me with an ax, to pass. Now that that's all
settled, what are your feelings
you imbecile.
S: Do I need to get the about President McKinley's
upcoming second term?
glue?
S: I have yet to think about
B: Forwhat?
S: Do you have any flesh it. I still cannot get my mind off of
wounds, possibly an ill-per- this wonderful new invention
formed amputation? Any sort called the "auto-mobile."

